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GRADUATE COMMITTEE AND OPTION APPROVAL FORM 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY Pickren-Davis 1 
(Submit the original) 
Note: This form is to be completed as soon as the student has formed a committee and selected an 
option from the list below. Submit original to the Office of Graduate Studies in Barge 305. 
Birth Date 
Student ID 
Email: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Check option: Indicate credits to be received for the thesis or option: 
D 
D 
r8J 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Written Exam* 
Project 
Creative Project 
Studio Project 
Portfolio Review 
Thesis (standard) 
Thesis (journal-ready) 
TH 700 Master's Thesis 
Course No. Title 
Course No. 
MLA ih Edition 
Title 
Style Manual for Thesis/Project 
6 
Credits 
Credits 
0 Provide journal guidelines plus a recent article from that journal in student's field of study. 
*Students taking written exam option may omit items 1 ~5 below. 
1. Proposed Direction of the Production Disney's Beauty and the Beast Jr. 
Title (and 
title of 
targeted journal if appropriate): 
2. Purpose of 
Study: 
The direction of the Island Players Young People's Summer Workshop production of 
Disne't_'s Beaut't_ and the Beast Jr. serves as the culminating ex12erience in the Theatre 
Arts Graduate Studies. 
3. Scope of 
Study: 
Documentation based u12on the 12re12aration of 12re-12roduction research, post-production 
evaluation, the direction of the production (including casting and rehearsal of actors, 
preparation of the Director's Production Book, and oral examination) shall benefit both 
the student and the theatre arts department. 
4. Procedure Three phases of study shall be included: 1.} Pre-Production Research and Thesis 
to be used: Documentation in MLA style, 2.) Rehearsal and Direction of Production, 3.) Post-
Production Evaluation and Documentation. 
5. Does the procedure involve collection of data obtained from 
Human Subjects (including use of surveys)? ............. .. ........ ...... .. ....... ...... Yes** D No ~ 
Use of Animals? ............. ........ .................. ................ ....... ....... ...... .. ... ....... Yes** D No ~ 
** If yes, your procedures must be approved in writing by the Human Subjects Committee or the Animal 
Care and Use Committee before you initiate your research. 
Committee Chair (typed or printed) 
Committee Member (typed or printed) 
Committee Member (typed or printed) 
Approved by: 
Dept Chair/Designee* (signature)Date 
Committee Chair (signature} 
Committee Member (signature) 
Committee Member (signature) 
Approved by: 
Dean of Graduate Studies 
Date 
Date 
Date 
Date 
•in the case of interdisciplinary programs, this form should be signed by the relevant Program Director/Co-Director AND relevant Dept chair. In 
cases where they cannot agree to sign for approval, the approval will be made or denied by the relevant interdisciplinary program advisory 
committee. GS&R 04/10 
MASTER'S THESIS PROJECT 
PLAYSCRIPT APPROVAL FORM 
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(PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU HA VE READ THE PLAY SELECTION CRITERIA SECTION IN YOUR GRADUATE HANDBOOK) 
SCRIPT TIUE Disney's Beautv and tlte Beast Jr. 
PLA YWRIGHT(S) [If musical, Jist lyricist/composer] Alan Menken- Composer, Howard Ashman and Tim Rice-
Lyricists. Linda Woolverson- Book 
NUMBER OF ACTS l APPROXIMATE TOTAL PLAYING TME 1 HOURS 10 MIN. 
--------
CAST (fill in with the appropriate numbers) 
MEN NIA WOMEN NIA CHD...DREN._ --"""AL=L=--__ OVER 40 __ N"""/"'"A ----
ROLES REQUIRING PEOPLE OF COLOR_,....ANY~ ___ ROLES COULD OOUBLEc....._..,,..AL=L.__ _ _ 
TOT AL NUMBER OF CAST Expecting 75-100 Kids 
OTHER CASTING CONCERNS: The production needs at least four boys and four girls who can pick up diale<:ts <Cogsworth has a 
Brittish Standard dialect Mrs. Potts has a Cockney dialect and Lumiere and Babbett have French dialects). 
ARTISTIC STAFF (check those needed for this play or production idea) 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR X DANCE CHOREOGRAPHER __ X__ 
FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHER X DIALECT COACH X SPECIAL TY HIRE (specify what kind) 
ORCHESTRA/BAND (specify what si7.e) _____ _ 
Will you be fulfilling any of the above? Yes Ifso, which? J will be acting as the Musical Direct.or!Yocal Coach. Dialect Coach. 
and I will work with the Choreographer to direct the fight scene between Gaston and the Beast. 
Will a guest artist be fulfilling any of the above? No If so, which? 
SCENERY /PR OPS (check those needed for this play or your concept of the play) 
UNIT SET? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) NUMBER OF SETTINGS _ _ 6 __ _ 
HISTORICAL PERIOD GEOGRAPlilCAL LOCATION _ _,.F....,ran=ce=--------
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SET CONCERNS OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Set changes will need to be fast and there is little 
or no transitional opportunities between some scenes. 
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PROPS So+ PERIOD ____ _ 
DIFFICULT OR UNUSUAL PROPS? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) DESCRIBE: The Beast's rose must be under glass and lit. petals 
must full at certain scripted moments. 
WEAPONS OR FIREARMS? HOW MANY __ J___ DESCRIBE: Gaston must have a dagger in the final tight between the 
Beast and himself, 
COSTUMES (CHECK rnosE NEEDED FOR nns PLAY OR YOUR CONCEPT OF THE PLAY) 
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF COSTUMES PER CHARACTER 1-2 (eKcept for Belle who has 4 changes) 
HISTORICAL PERIOD SEASON 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Because this is a well-known fit.irytale. tbe costumes must be elaborate. Pressing lOO kids is always a 
challenge. We will rent a few pie<:es and what we make must match the si:yle of the rented materials. 
JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF SCRIPT 
HA VE YOU SEEN TIIIS SCRJPT PRODUCED? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) 
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Project Parameters and Schedule 
The dates for The Island Players Young People's Summer Workshop (YPSW) 2011 will 
be July thirteen through July twenty-four. In addition to the twelve performances, we will have 
two ticket-only preview nights on July eleven and twelve. These dates include four matinee 
performances as the YPSW is usually a first theatre experience for many young children and in 
consideration of our oldest audience members. 
I am not sure as to what kind of budget I will have for this show; it will not be much. 
What I do know is building supplies will be donated by Lang Building Supplies of Brunswick 
and a colleague in Utah has graciously offered to send some of his Beauty and the Beast 
costumes for use in my show at no charge to me other than the dry cleaning and shipping back to 
Utah after the performance. The only paid person on staff is our accompanist who receives a 
$500 stipend. The royalties for this show will cost around $3000. I am at a disadvantage because 
the show is entirely dependent upon the generosity of the Island Players Board of Directors. I 
cannot do any outside fundraising and all profits go directly into the upcoming season. 
The venue is more like an auditorium with a proscenium stage. A few years ago the 
Glynn County Board of Commissioners came to the IP Board and asked that we provide input 
into the refurbishment of the theater building. We gave them professionally made blueprints for a 
state-of-the-art facility, as requested, and they promptly discarded them and worked with the 
advice of a local designer who had never been in a theater. A few issues we have to deal with are 
our catwalk being inaccessible for all intents and purposes; the orchestra pit is sixteen feet deep 
(we installed a plywood floor so the musicians could at least see); and the walls are painted tan. 
We do have a grid in which to hang lights, drops, and blacks. There is a nice area back 
stage in which our sets are built. Access is restricted so set pieces can stay where they are and do 
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not need to be moved back and forth. I have an army of knowledgeable volunteers for everything 
from costumes, to lighting, to supervision of the 100 plus children we are expecting to cast. The 
most important tool I have that will make this show successful is my production team. We have 
all worked together for many years and we have one vision in mind; to teach the children about 
theatre and give them a positive experience that will hopefully stay with them for the rest of their 
lives. 
••••••••••••••-••••• Pickren-Davis 5 
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i IJLA~() i 
· .. Vl.AnU •• • 
••••••••••••••••••••• SM P.O. BOX 20411 • ST. SIMONS ISLAND, GEORGIA 31522 
December 28, 2010 
To Whom it May Concern; 
We are pleased that Dara Davis will be directing our Young People's production of Beauty and 
the Beast on July 11th through the 24th, 2011. We understand this assignment is a part of her 
Master's Thesis Project for Central Washington University, and she has permission to use the 
facilities of The Island Players to complete this endeavor. 
We look forward to Dara's directing many more Island Players productions in the future. 
Respectfully yours, 
Allan J Ledingham 
President 
The Island Players 
Please note: 
This signature has been redacted due to security reasons. 
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Evaluation of Disney's Beauty and the Beast Jr. as a Production Vehicle 
The Island Players Theatre's Young People's Summer Workshop has been teaching 
children age eight to twenty theater skills for over thirty years. For many people, this program 
gives them their first glimpse into the world of theatre. In addition to many performers being on 
stage for the first time, we often see children as young as three in the audience. Since the shows 
are less than an hour and a half long, it is a wonderful way to introduce young children to theatre. 
For the past ten years, we as a production team have striven to make the shows a little more 
young-audience friendly. Instead of having full two act musicals, we either chose shows that are 
one act or we cut the scripts of the larger shows. 
Disney's Beauty and the Beast Jr. is perfect for the YPSW. The show is the right length, 
60-80 minutes long, and has enough character development to get the participants to stretch their 
acting muscles and use their imaginations. The play is essentially the animated version on stage 
with extended character development from the Broadway version. The Beast is charged with 
finding someone to love and earn her love in return before the last petal on an enchanted rose 
falls. If he can create a meaningful relationship with another, the spell placed on him and his 
household will be broken; everyone will resume their human form. If he fails, he and his 
servants will remain enchanted creatures forever. 
Since I am directing this year, I am going to try to really emphasize the performer's 
obligation to live truthfully in his or her imaginary circumstances. Because we only have six 
weeks to put a full show double casted with 100 children on its feet, the process is often 
overlooked in favor of the finished product. I want children involved to get some valuable skills 
that they often do not receive in their school programs. 
On June 4, we will have a day of workshops that address basic and intermediate acting 
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and music skills. Children eight to twelve will have a session in the morning from 9:00 to 12:30 
that will cover topics such as basic warm-ups, introduction to given circumstances, breathing 
exercises, voice techniques and articulation, viewpoints, and work on ensemble and listening. 
Since most of the children in this age group will be villagers or dinnerware, I will try to bring in 
someone to teach them about basic etiquette. They will have a chance to practice what they will 
learn at a tea party lunch on the stage. 
From 2:00 to 5:00 the leads including the children that will be playing the roles that 
require a French or Standard British dialect will have a session. The production staff and I will 
begin to teach them basic script analyzing skills and work on the dialects. Many of the children 
we cast as leads end up going on to study theatre in college. I would really like to give them a 
taste of what is to come. 
All of the teenagers will have a lock-in at the theatre that night. In the past few years, the 
teenagers have used this program as a way to socialize with their friends during the rehearsal 
process. They finally start trying to find their character a rehearsal or two before the show opens. 
Since we are doing the workshop early in the rehearsal process, I am hoping they will engage a 
lot sooner. Additionally, we will be working on improvisation techniques, viewpoints, text 
analysis, vocal techniques, and many other exercises that will give them tools to help them find 
their characters. Since there is a ballroom scene, there will be an instructor on hand to give a 
waltzing lesson. Another challenge we have is in the double casting. Some years, we have major 
divisions between the two casts. I am hoping that this workshop will build ensemble and help 
them to really listen to each other. 
Because this show has an actual published script with a story they love, the children will 
be more likely to take the production seriously. Belle, the Beast, and the supporting major roles 
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will be expected to really dig into the scripts and find a way to connect with the audience. 
Mugging to the audience and simply knowing their lines will not be enough this year. They will 
be expected to have their lines memorized by the second week of rehearsals. 
We will be reinstituting the Theatre Technology Program that the YPSW once had. Due 
to the unfortunate remodel of the catwalk, children will not be allowed to set or hang lights there 
but the grid is still an option. There are a few tech volunteers who would be willing to mentor 
select children. 
Director's Concept Statement for Disney's Beauty and the Beast Jr. 
Once upon a time, in a faraway land, a young prince lived in a 
shining castle. Although he had everything his heart desired, the prince 
was spoiled, selfish, and unkind. But then, one winter's night, an old 
beggar woman came to the castle and offered him a single rose in return 
for shelter from the bitter cold. Repulsed by her haggard appearance, the 
prince sneered at the gift and turned the old woman away. But she warned 
him not to be deceived by appearances, for beauty is found within. And 
when he dismissed her again, the old woman's ugliness melted away to 
reveal a beautiful enchantress. The prince tried to apologize, but it was too 
late, for she had seen that there was no love in his heart. And as 
punishment, she transformed him into a hideous beast and placed a 
powerful spell on the castle and all who lived there. Ashamed of his 
monstrous form, th.e beast concealed himself inside his castle, with a 
magic mirror as his only window to the outside world. The rose she had 
offered was truly an enchanted rose, which would bloom until his 21st 
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year. If he could learn to love another, and earn her love in return by the 
time the last petal fell, then the spell would be broken. If not, he would be 
doomed to remain a beast for all time. As the years passed, he fell into 
despair and lost all hope. For who could ever learn to love a beast? 
(Narrator, Beauty and the Beast, 1991 IMDB July 24, 2010 
http://www.imdb.com/title/ttO 101414/quotes) 
I have always adored the story of Beauty and the Beast. When Disney produced their 
animated version, it took several viewings for me to accept their retelling. It did not ring true. 
The characters seemed too flat; they did not have enough depth to connect to. Years later when 
Disney announced their intentions of setting their story on a Broadway stage, I was guardedly 
optimistic. I wanted very much to see my beloved childhood story as a musical but I was not 
sold on the Disney version. However, when I finally saw it I was floored. Not only was the 
spectacle impressive but they made changes that enhanced the characters and increased the 
stakes. Belle was all of a sudden alive for me. She wanted things-things that I wanted. The 
Beast was not just warm and fuzzy-he was a desperate man who could not see the error of what 
he had done until he found something that he could not simply take. The every facet of the show, 
from the enchanted objects to Gaston, seemed even more real. 
As most directors do, I always try to find ways to connect to material I must produce. I 
think Disney's Beauty and the Beast Jr. is a dream task comes true. I actually get to put a story 
that I have loved all of my life on stage and present all of the magic, enchantment, and fantasy on 
stage in a way that will hopefully inspire others. I want to create a world to which the audience 
can truly be transported, even though children are bringing the characters to life. 
The town should resemble French countryside to acknowledge the fairytale' s origins. The 
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colors should be bright and rosy .. Musicals set in "once upon a time ... " should always be washed 
in warm colors. The forest and the castle should have cool colors but the undertone should still 
be warm-we are not in the real world at any point during this show. As Belle connects with the 
Beast, the warmer tone on stage should increase so that after the transformation, the stage is 
completely washed in warm colors since the world was made right again. 
The costumes for this show should follow typical Disney style fantasy-another nod to 
the romanticized French countryside is seen in Belle's blue dress, the villagers, and the 
enchanted object's costumes. Effort should be made to distress the Beast's clothes. After the 
transformation, another outfit should be "fit for a king." 
Musically, we will have a keyboard but the accompanist will provide underscoring for 
important events as well as appropriate sound effects. There is a possibility of having a bass 
guitar and a drum set but that will be determined at a later date. 
I really want to transport the audience and show the Beast's pain in the set. I am hoping 
that the castle will have a faux stone finish that will react well with the blue, yellow, and pink 
hues in the lights. I want to see his room as a metaphor for his soul- tattered and tom, while 
Belle's room contrasts it- light, good, and orderly. The objects need to have set places on the set. 
Choreography must reflect the fantasy of the play. While the little ones may not be able 
to do everything, I would really like to see the older dancers do amazing things. However, they 
must do them within the confines of their object. 
Finally, I feel the need to reiterate t~e word fantasy. I really want that" ... and they lived 
happily ever after!" feel in everything. There should be warm/cool contrasts in the beginning 
and in the final battle but I want the happy ending musical theatre feel just after the Beast's 
transformation. 
The Island Players 2011 Young People's Summer Workshop Production 
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Analysis of Disney's Beauty and the Beast Jr. 
Initial Action/Conflict Analysis 
Balance 
Belle lives in a provincial French village with her father, Maurice. 
Disturbance 
Maurice gets lost in a forest and stumbles upon an enchanted castle. He is taken 
prisoner by the Beast and Belle must give up her own freedom in exchange for 
her father's life. 
Protagonist 
Plan 
Belle drives the action. 
Belle realizes that she must make the best of her situation and gives herself the 
freedom to experience events in the castle without negativity. 
Obstacles 
Crisis 
Belle misses Maurice. 
Gaston wants her to marry him in exchange for her father's freedom. 
The villagers, enraged by Gaston, storm the castle. 
Gaston plans to kill the Beast. 
Complications 
Gaston Stabs the Beast. 
The Beast dies. 
Resolution 
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Belle realizes she loves the Beast. 
Her love breaks his curse and he is transformed into a Prince. 
With the spell broken, all of the castle's inhabitants become human again. 
Given Circumstances - Environmental 
Geographic Location 
Prologue-The Castle (17-18) 
NARRATOR 1. ... a young prince lived in a shining castle. (17) 
NARRATOR 3 .... an old beggar woman came to the castle ... (17) 
The castle is in a faraway land. 
NARRATOR 1. Once Upon a Time in a faraway land ... (17) 
The castle is enchanted. 
NARRATOR 2 .... and placed a powerful spell on the castle and all 
who lived there. (17) 
The castle is the Beast's prison. 
NARRATOR 3 .... the Beast concealed himself inside his castle with a 
magic mirror as his only window to the outside world. (18) 
Scene 1 - The Village (19-34) 
BELLE. (sings) 
Little town, it's a quiet village. (19) 
BELLE. (sings) 
Little town, full of little people ... ( 19) 
BELLE. (sings) 
... to this poor provincial town. (20) 
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The village is Francophone. 
Various villagers greeting each other with "bonjour!" (19, 21, 28) and 
other French phrases and words are spoken including "Mais oui!" (28), 
"A most peculiar mademoiselle." (29), and "Bonjour, Gaston." (31). 
It is a small village and everyone knows everyone else. 
All villagers sing "Look there she goes a girl who's strange but 
special," "It's a pity and a sin. She doesn't quite fit in ... " (29) 
Scene 2 -The Forest (34-35) 
NARRATOR 1. ... Maurice entered a dark forest. (34) 
NARRATOR 2. Suddenly, a pack of hungry wolves appeared ... (34) 
Scene 3 - The Castle (35-38) 
MAURICE. Is anyone home? ... I don't mean to intrude but I'm lost and I need 
a place to stay for the night. (35) 
The castle can be made more comfortable. 
LUMIERE. Come ... warm yourself by the fire. (36) 
COGSWORTH. Not the Master's chair! (36) 
It is the Beast's castle. 
COGSWORTH. We've got to get him out of here! Do you have any 
idea what the master will do if he finds out we let a stranger in--
(37) 
BEAST. What are you doing in my castle? (38) 
BEAST. I'll give you a place to stay. (38) 
Scene 4 - Belle's Cottage (38-43) 
Scene 5 -The Castle (43-53) 
The Beast's Castle 
BEAST. The master of this castle. (45) 
BEAST .... you must promise to stay here ... (46) 
Maurice is being held in a dungeon. 
BELLE. Who has done this to you? ( 45) 
BELLE. I won't leave you here. ( 45) 
BELLE . ... Release my father at once! (45) 
BELLE .... Please, let him out. .. ( 45) 
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LUMIERE .... you might want to offer her a more comfortable room. 
(46) 
The Beast gives Belle a room. 
BEAST. I'll ... show you to your room. (47) 
BEAST. This is your room. (47) 
Scene 6-The Tavern (53-64) 
Because people are there, Maurice goes to the tavern for help. 
MAURICE. Help! Help! Someone help me! (61) 
Scene 7 -The Castle (64-80) 
The Beast goes from the Dining Hall to Belle's room. 
BEAST. I thought I told you to come down to dinner! (66) 
Belle comes out of her room to the Dining Hall 
LUMIERE .... But what is dinner without a little music? (68) 
The castle is in France. 
LUMIERE. (sings) 
... This is France! (70) 
The castle is enchanted. 
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BELLE ... .It's my first time in an enchanted castle. (77) 
Belle finds and begins to explore the West Wing. 
BELLE. Ah. So that's the West Wing. (78) 
BEAST. What are you doing here? (79) 
BEAST. I told you never to come here! (79) 
Belle decides to leave. 
BELLE ... .I won't stay in this castle! (79) 
Scene 8 -The Forest (80-81) 
NARRATOR 1. Belle ran into the forest as fast as she could. (80) 
NARRATOR 3 .... Belle heard the low and menacing growl of wolves! (80) 
NARRATOR 2. Then Belle and the Beast slowly made their way back to the 
castle. (81) 
Scene 9 - The Castle (81-99) 
Mrs. Potts serves Belle and the Beast in the castle. 
MRS. POTTS. How about we warm you two up a bit with a nice bowl 
of soup? (82) 
The Beast takes Belle to the library. 
BEAST. .. .I uh ... Have something to show you ... (85) 
BELLE ... .I've never seen so many books in my whole life! (86) 
The enchanted objects are in a different location. 
MRS. POTTS. They're still in there? 
LUMIERE. Yes ... (90) 
Scene 10 - The Village (99) 
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NARRATOR 3. Meanwhile, back in a dark alley of the village ... (99) 
Scene 11 - The Castle (99-105) 
BEAST. Belle, are you happy here? (103) 
BEAST. I let her go. (105) 
Scene 12- Belle's Cottage (105-112) 
BELLE. We're finally home. (105) 
MAURICE .... How did you escape? 
BELLE. I didn't escape. He let me go. (106) 
The village is in France. 
VILLAGERS (sing) 
... Fifty Frenchmen can't be wrong ... (111-112) 
Scene 13 -The Castle (112-121) 
N ARRA TOR 2. Once gathered in front of the Beast's castle, they carefully 
made their way inside. (112) 
Gaston and Belle go to find the Beast in the West Wing. 
NARRATOR 4 .... Gaston made his way to the West Wing. (114) 
BEAST. You came back. 
BELLE. Of course I came back ... (115) 
Date (Year, Season, Time of Day) 
Prologue -The Castle (17-18) 
Non-specific time frame. 
NARRATOR 1. Once Upon a Time ... (17) 
In the time of castles and monarchies. 
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NARRATOR 1 .... a young prince lived in a shining castle. (17) 
Winter and night. 
NARRATOR 3 .... one winter's night... (17) 
Many years pass. 
NARRATOR 1 .... which would bloom for many years. (18) 
NARRATOR 1. As the years passed ... (18) 
Scene 1 - The Village (19-34) 
Morning. 
BELLE (sings) 
... Every morning just the same since the morning that 
we came ... (20) 
BELLE. Good morning ... (22) 
VILLAGERS. (sing) 
... oh, good morning. (29) 
Weather good because villagers are out and shopping. 
ARISTOCRATIC LADY. (sings) 
You call this bacon? 
MILKMAID. 
What lovely grapes! 
BAKER. 
Some cheese. 
LADY WITH CANE. 
Ten yards. 
FISHMAN. 
One pound. (28) 
Early to late fall. 
BELLE . . . . I made you a scarf ... (3 3) 
Scene 2 - The Forest (34-35) 
Scene 3 - The Castle (35-38) 
Early to mid-evening. 
Maurice is looking for shelter for the night. 
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MAURlCE .... I'm lost and need a place to stay for the night. 
(35) 
The temperature has dropped outside. 
Maurice has a chill. 
MAURICE . . .. It's just that I've never seen a ... aaaachooo! 
LUMIERE. You're chilled to the bone, Monsieur ... (36) 
Scene 4 - Belle's Cottage (38-43) 
The next day. 
Gaston and the Silly Girls are going to Belle's cottage. 
Scene 5 - The Castle (43-53) 
Mid to late afternoon. 
Beast orders Belle to join him for dinner. 
BEAST .... you will join me for dinner! (47) 
Scene 6 - The Tavern (53-64) 
Scene 7 -The Castle (64-80) 
Evening. 
BEAST. It's time for dinner ... (64) 
Scene 8 - The Fore st (80-81) 
Late evening and a storm is brewing. 
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NARRATOR 2. Night was falling, a storm was approaching, and it 
was getting hard to see. (80) 
Scene 9 - The Castle (81-99) 
Night and cold- Belle and the Beast warm up and finally eat dinner. 
MRS. POTTS .... How about we warm you two up a bit with a nice 
bowl of soup? (82) 
Scene 10 - The Village (99) 
Night. 
NARRATOR 3 .... back in a dark alley of the village ... (99) 
MONSIEUR D' ARQUE. I don't usually leave the asylum in the 
middle of the night ... (99) 
Scene 11 - The Castle (99-105) 
The next night. 
LUMIERE. Tonight is the night ... (99) 
MRS. POTTS. Off to the cupboard with you now, Chip. It's past your 
bedtime. (103) 
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Time is running out for the rose and the chance to break the spell. 
COGS WORTH. Master. . .look at the rose! There's so little time left! 
(100) 
MRS. POTTS. After all this time, he's finally learned to love. (105) 
Scene 12 - Belle's Cottage (105-112) 
Afternoon of the following day. 
MONSIEUR D' ARQUE. Good afternoon. (106) 
Scene 13 -The Castle (112-121) 
Economic Environment 
The economic environment in the world of the play has a great deal to do with the 
attitudes of the villagers toward Belle and her father. In the opening song "Belle," they 
sing about daily needs and is seems like they are only concerned with getting by, not 
wanting anything other than essentials. They do not understand Belle's need to break out 
of the normal "provincial life." 
BELLE. (sings) 
There goes the baker with his tray, like always, 
The same old bread and rolls to sell. 
Every morning just the same since the morning that we came 
To this poor provincial town. 
BAKER. Good morning Belle! 
BELLE. Morning Monsieur. 
BAKER. Where you off to? 
BELLE. The bookshop. I just finished the most wonderful story about a 
beanstalk and an ogre and-
BAKER. That's nice. Marie! The baguettes! Hurry up! 
ARISTOCRATIC LADY. (sings) 
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Look there she goes. The girl is strange, no question. 
Dazed and distracted, Can't you tell? 
LADY WITH BABY, SAUGAGE CURL GIRL. 
Never part of any crowd, 
FISH MAN, CANDLE MAN. 
'cause her head's up on some cloud. 
SOME VILLAGERS. 
No denying she's a funny girl, that Belle. (21) 
ARISTOCRATIC LADY. 
You call this bacon? 
MILKMAID. 
What lovely grapes! 
BAKER. 
Some cheese. 
LADY WITH CANE. 
Ten yards. 
FISHMAN. 
One pound. (28) 
ALL. 
Look there she goes a girl who's strange but special. 
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A most peculiar mademoiselle. 
FEMALE VILLAGERS. 
It's a pity and a sin. 
MALE VILLAGERS. 
She doesn't quite fit in 
ALL. 
'cause she really is a funny girl. A beauty but a funny girl. 
She really is a funny girl that Belle. (29-30) 
Political Environment 
The village obviously has a political hierarchy but is only referenced through the 
name of a character: the Aristocratic Lady. The town is composed of merchants (the 
bookseller, the baker, the hat seller) and agriculturally-based employers (the milkmaid, 
the shepherd boy). 
The Prince/Beast and his castle suggest a monarchy although there is no mention 
of a king and queen. The castle employs servants who live there, as they did in medieval 
Europe. 
Social Environment 
Throughout the show there is a great deal of emphasis on appearances. Gaston's 
physical attractiveness and athletic ability give him an edge over all others in the village. 
He is a well-respected member of the community. He has the power to do as he pleases 
and no one challenges his authority. 
SILLY GIRLS. (sings) 
Look there he goes! Isn't he dreamy? 
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Monsieur Gaston! Oh, he's so cute! 
Be still my heart! I'm hardly breathing! 
He's such a tall, dark, strong and handsome brute! (27) 
LEFOU. (sings) 
ALL. 
ALL. 
Ev'ry guy here'd like to be you Gaston 
Even when taking your lumps. 
There's no man in town as admired as you, 
You're everyone's favorite guy. 
Ev'ryone's awed and inspired by you 
and it's not very hard to see why. (54-55) 
My, what a guy that Gaston! (56) 
No one fights like Gaston. Douses lights like Gaston. 
In a wrestling match, no body bites like Gaston. 
SILLY GIRLS. 
For there's no one as burly and brawny. 
GASTON. 
As you see I've got biceps to spare. 
LEFOU. 
No a bit of him scraggly or scrawny. (57) 
As shown in the excerpts above from the songs "Belle" and "Gaston," his bad 
behavior is tolerated and even glorified because of his physical prowess and good looks. 
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Belle's "strange" behavior is tolerated because of her good-looks. In the song 
"Belle," the villagers state their lack of understanding regarding Belle and her priorities. 
VILLAGERS. (sings) 
Look there she goes. That girl is so peculiar. 
I wonder if she' s feeling well. 
FEMALE VILLAGERS. 
with a dreamy, far-off look 
MALE VILLAGERS. 
and her nose stuck in a book, 
VILLAGERS. 
what a puzzle to the rest of us is Belle. (23) 
There is no one in town who really understands Belle and her need for a life less 
ordinary. In her article, "The Mask of Beauty: Masquerade Theory and Beauty and the 
Beast," Lara Sumera points out .that "Even Belle's beauty keeps her distanced from 
everyone, since, though she is beautiful, she does not use her attractiveness to get herself 
a husband and settle down" (Sumera 44 ). 
Gaston only sees Belle as beautiful. He does not understand her, nor does he care 
to. " ... Gaston only wants her because he believes (and more importantly to him, 
everyone else believes) she is beautiful, while he is indifferent to all the other attributes 
that make her internally beautiful" (Sumera 44). He only cares that she is as physically 
attractive as he is and, therefore, Belle is the only logical mate for Gaston. 
GASTON. (sings) 
Right from the moment when I met her, saw her, 
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I said she's gorgeous and I fell. 
Here in town there's only she who is beautiful as me, 
so I'm making plans to woo and marry Belle. (26-27) 
The Beast and the other enchanted objects are concerned about their looks, but for 
a very different reason. The enchanted objects are in danger of losing themselves, their 
humanity, completely ifthe Beast fails to break the spell of the Enchantress. Lumiere 
says "If the Master does not break the spell, slowly but surely we will all 
become ... things." (44) They will no longer be humans but objects. The Beast will retain 
the form the Enchantress cursed him with; he is not really cursed with turning into more 
of a beast by design, rather there would be no incentive for him to change his ways. He 
would have the excuse to act even more beastly since there would be no hope of ever 
changing back into his human form. 
Religious Environment 
There are no references to religion in the Disney-sanitized version of Beauty and 
the Beast. The only possible religious connection would be how marriage is used to show 
healthy versus unhealthy relationships. Gaston emphasizes the need to marry. He has a 
very specific picture of what married life should be, in line with extreme Christian (which 
often take Ephesians 5:21-33 out of context and emphasize "You wives will submit to 
your husbands ... For a husband is the head of his wife ... " (Student's Life Application 
Bible)) or Muslim ("It is the duty of a wife to obey her husband in all matters which 
affect the family ... " (Salahi)) views of a marital relationship. 
GASTON .... Picture this. A rustic hunting lodge. My little wife 
massaging my feet while the strapping boys play on the floor with 
the dogs. We'll have six or seven. 
BELLE. Dogs? 
GASTON. No, boys! (40) 
However, he has no intention of keeping his wedding vows. 
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GASTON. Girls .. .I'mjust getting married. Don't tell me a little thing like 
that's going to change your feelings for me? 
SILLY GIRL #1. Oh no! 
SILLY GIRL #2. No! 
SILLY GIRL #3. Never! 
GASTON. Good ... (39) 
The Beast similarly begins his relationship with Belle demanding her to bend to 
his will. 
BEAST. Thought I told you to come down to dinner! 
BELLE. I'm not hungry! 
BEAST. I am the master of this castle and I'm telling you to come to 
dinner! .. .I'll give her one last chance. Would you be so kind as to 
join me for dinner? ... Please. 
BELLE. No, thank you. 
BEAST. Fine! Then starve! 
LUMIERE. Master, please! 
BEAST. If she doesn' t eat with me ... she doesn't eat at all! (66-67) 
When the Beast realizes that he cannot win Belle by bullying her, he decides he 
must change his attitude and he begins to put Belle and her needs first. 
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BEAST. Is something wrong? 
BELLE. I was just thinking about my father. I miss him so much. I wish I 
could see him again. 
BEAST. There is a way. This mirror will show you anything ... anything 
you wish to see. 
BELLE .... Oh, no ... Papa! Something's wrong! He's in the woods. I 
think he's lost. I should-I should-
BEAST. Go to him. 
BELLE. What? 
BEAST. You should go to him. 
BELLE. But what about-
BEAST. You're not my prisoner, Belle. You haven't been for a long 
time ... (103-104) 
Although it seems like Gaston and the Beast has the same objective, they are 
dramatically different in motive. Gaston is a collector. He only wants what he perceives 
as the best and wants to own Belle. Cynthia Erb points out that" .... this is standard 
heterosexual male projection, for Gaston imagines that Belle's beauty makes her a 
valuable object, not recognizing that the source of his pleasure resides not in her body but 
in the culturally inscribed mechanics of his own vision" (Erb 66). In contrast, the Beast 
wants Belle to be happy. He does not care that in letting her go he has lost his last 
opportunity to break the curse that has him trapped in a beastly form for all time. 
Previous Action 
Page#: Previous Action: 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
18 
18,44 
18 
19 
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A young Prince lived in a castle. 
The Prince was spoiled, selfish, and unkind. 
An Enchantress dressed as a beggar woman tested the Prince. 
The Prince failed the test and was transformed into a Beast as punishment 
for failing to have love in his heart. 
The Enchantress placed a spell over the castle. 
The Beast shut himself inside the castle with a magic mirror as his only 
window to the outside world. 
The rose the Enchantress had offered in the test would boom for many 
years. If the Beast learned to love another and earn her love in return 
before the last petal fell, the spell would be broken. If not, he and 
the castle's cursed occupants would be doomed for all time. 
The Beast lost all hope as the years passed. 
Every day is the same in the village. 
20, 22-24, 32 Belle is a voracious reader. 
26 
33 
37-38 
38-39 
45 
53 
54-60 
61 
Gaston has wanted to marry Belle for a while. 
Belle's mother does not live with Belle and Maurice. 
The Beast told the enchanted objects not to allow anyone in the castle. 
Gaston decided to propose to Belle. 
Maurice is gravely ill. 
No one says no to Gaston. 
Everyone in town admires Gaston. 
No one in town knew the Beast existed. 
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65 The Beast had thought Belle might be the one to break the spell. 
65 The Beast has a well-known temper problem. 
69-77 The enchanted objects haven't served another person in years. 
79 · The West Wing houses the enchanted rose. 
87 The Beast never really learned to read. 
99-100, 105 The Beast has never been in love before. 
Polar Attitudes 
Belle 
Beast 
Beginning: BELLE. (sings) 
I want adventure in the great wide somewhere! I want it more than I can 
tell! And for once it might be grand to have someone understand. I want 
so much more than they've got planned. (42) 
Middle: BELLE. (sings) 
.... My heart's far, far away, home is too. What I'd give to return to the life 
that I knew lately. And to think I complained of that dull provincial town. 
Is this home? ( 49-50) 
End: BELLE. (sings) 
We are home. We are where we shall be forever. Trust in me for you 
know I won't run away. From today this is all that I need and all that I 
need to say: Home should be where the heart is. I'm certain as I can be I 
found home; you're my home. Stay with ... (116) 
Beginning: There is no hope. How will any woman give me a second glance, 
Gaston 
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much less the opportunity to get to know her? I am doomed to remain a 
beast for all eternity! 
Middle: BEAST. (sings) 
She glanced this way, I thought I saw. And when we touched she didn't 
shutter at my paw! No, it can't be ... I'll just ignore. But then, she's never 
looked at me that way before ... (84) 
End: BEAST. (sings) 
Two lives have begun now. Two hearts become one now! One passion, 
one dream. One thing forever true: I love you! (119-120) 
Beginning: GASTON. (sings) 
Right from the moment when I met her, saw her, I said she's gorgeous and 
I fell. Here in town there's only she who is beautiful as me, so I'm making 
plans to woo and marry Belle. (26-27) 
End: GASTON. It's over, Beast. Belle is mine! (114) 
Maurice 
Beginning/End: I want to be a successful inventor and " .... we'll get out of this 
town and travel to all those places you've read about in your books!" 
(33) I'll do whatever it takes to make my daughter happy. 
Cogsworth 
Beginning: However much I want to be human again, I fear the Master's wrath 
more so I will follow all orders, no matter the cost. 
End: COGSWORTH. Well, Sire, I must say ... everything is going swimmingly. I 
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knew you had it in you! (105) 
Lumiere 
Beginning: LUMIERE ..... can you blame me for trying to maintain what's left of 
our humanity? ... (43) 
End: LUMIERE. You can do it, Master. I know you can. (100) 
Mrs. Potts 
Lefou 
Beginning/End: No matter what, I will do whatever it takes to be human again. I 
fear the Master but not even he will deter me from doing what I can to 
help him. 
Beginning/End: More than anything in the whole world, I wish I was Gaston.! He 
is the bravest, most handsome man in existence and maybe if I hang 
around him long enough, he will notice me and send some of his cast-off 
my way. Even though he treats me poorly, I would do anything for him. 
Significance of the Facts in the Total Meaning of the Play 
Over and over, the power of the choices people make is discussed through the 
action in Disney's Beauty and the Beast. The show demonstrates how our good and bad 
choices not only affect ourselves, but everyone around us. Belle chooses to fight for her 
father's freedom which leads to the granting of her ultimate wish: her freedom from the 
"provincial life" she dreads. The Beast's initial decision to sneer at a poor beggar which 
caused him and the occupants of his castle to, in essence, lose their freedom is overturned 
by his willingness to try to get along with a stranger he himself imprisoned. Gaston' s 
consistently poor decision making causes every character in the show to suffer. 
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Analysis of Dialogue 
Choice of Words and Phrases 
Since the show is "Once Upon a Time ... " (17), the book's writer, Linda 
Woolverton used a lot of dramatic language in the prologue to set up the fact that the 
audience is being transported to a far-away land. "Shining castle," "haggard appearance," 
"beautiful Enchantress," "hideous beast," and "monstrous form" immediately tell the 
audience that this story is set in a world unlike their own. 
The use of the word "appearance" or reference to a specific character's 
appearance is emphasized five times on the first page alone (17). This sets the stage for 
the show's discussion on the true meaning of the words "beauty" and "beast." The 
characters throughout the show constantly refer to their appearance or the appearance of 
others. 
MAURICE. Wait ... wait ... wait! You're a clock! (36) 
BEAST. Hideous, isn't it? You've come to stare at the Beast, haven't you? 
(38) 
LUMIERE. Ah, Cogsworth ... can you blame me for trying to maintain 
what's left of our humanity? Look at us. Look at you! 
COGSWORTH. What about me? Oh ... right. 
LUMIERE. If the master doesn't break the spell, slowly but surely we will 
all become ... things. (43-44) 
SILLY GIRLS. (sings) 
For there's no one as burly and brawny. 
GASTON. 
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As you see I've got biceps to spare. 
LEFOU. 
Not a bit of him scraggly or scrawny. 
GASTON. That's right! 
And every last inch of me's covered with hair! (57) 
GASTON. If I didn't know better, I'd say you have feelings for this 
monster. 
BELLE. He's not the monster, Gaston! You are! (108) 
Repeatedly, the references to appearance lead audiences to conclude that appearances are 
deceiving and one must look deeper to find a person's true self/beauty. 
Choice of Images 
The Beast 
Belle 
Gaston 
"monstrous form" (18), "hideous" (38), "monster" (48), "But he was mean 
and he was course and unrefined but now he's dear and so unsure" (83), 
"kind and gentle" ( 108) 
Her name means "beautiful" in French. 
"her head's up on some cloud" (21), "funny girl" (21), with a dreamy, far-off 
look" (23), "gorgeous" (27), "strange" (29) 
"dreamy," "cute," "He's such a tall dark strong and handsome brute" (27), 
"Gaston is the best and the rest is all drips!" (56), "monster" (108) 
Cogsworth 
Cogsworth is a clock. 
Clocks are rigid, monotonous, unrelenting. 
Before the curse, he was an English major-domo. 
Lumiere 
Lumiere is a candelabra. 
Candelabras and candles are hot, bright, flamboyant. 
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Before the curse, Lumiere was a French maitre d' who was a ladies-man. 
Mrs. Potts 
Mrs. Potts is a teapot. 
Teapots are comforting, representing home and hearth. 
Before the curse, Mrs. Potts was a cook who had a young son, Chip. 
Choice of Peculiar Characteristics 
Accents and dialects always tell an audience that they are being transported to a 
different place: Four distinct dialects should be used in the show to designate character 
types and enhance the world of the show: Standard British, French, Cockney, and neutral 
or Mid-Atlantic. Cogsworth is an English major-domo (15) and thus a proper 
Englishman. His dialect should be Standard British to reflect his training and station. As a 
French maitre-d', Lumiere is flamboyant and a "ladies-man" (15). Babette, the maid, is 
traditionally played as French and is Lumiere's love interest (15). To reinforce the stereo-
types, a French accent should be used. Mrs. Potts is a cook (15). She would be lower than 
Cogsworth and to note the difference in stations, she is often played with a Cockney 
accent. The rest of the cast should strive for a Mid-Atlantic or neutral accent. 
The Sound of the Dialogue 
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The sound of the dialogue is conversational American English. Lefou uses 
contractions to shorten words but he is the only character in the cast that uses anything 
other than regular speech. 
LEFOU. (sings) 
Ev'ry guy here'd like to be you Gaston 
Even when taking your lumps. 
There's no man in town as admired as you, 
You're everyone's favorite guy. 
Ev'ryone's awed and inspired by you 
and it's not very hard to see why. (54-55) 
Structure of Lines and Songs 
In musical theater, songs are used when the emotions of a character are too much 
to express through spoken words. Beauty and the Beast is full of moments where words 
are not enough. For example, after Maurice is dragged away from Belle, she thinks she 
will never see him again. When she is alone in her room, she expresses her sense of loss 
in the song "Home." 
BELLE. (sings) 
Yes, I made the choice. For Papa I will stay. 
But I don't deserve to lose my freedom in this way you monster. 
If you think that what you've done is right well then, 
you're a fool! Think again. 
Is this home? Is this where I should learn to be happy? 
Never dreamed that a home could be dark and cold. 
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I was told ev'ry day in my childhood even when we grow old, 
home should be where the heart is. Never were words so true. 
My heart's far, far away. Home is, too. (48-49) 
Through the excerpt of the song above, Belle expresses conviction, outrage, nostalgia, 
and misery all within the lyrics (contained in forty measures of music) above. Actors are 
hard-pressed to go through the four emotions believably in the same amount oftime 
using dialogue. 
In "The Mob Song," Gaston is able to whip a calm group of villagers into a 
blood-thirsty mob in less than five minutes. 
GASTON. (sings) 
So it's time to take some action, boys! It's time to follow me! 
Through the mist, through the wood, 
through the darkness and the shadows. 
It's a nightmare but it's one exciting ride. 
Say a prayer. Then we're there at the drawbridge of a castle 
and there's something truly terrible inside. 
It's a beast! He's got fangs, razor sharp ones. 
Massive paws, killer claws for the feast. 
Hear him roar. See him foam. But we're not coming home 
'til he's dead. Good and dead. Kill the beast! (109-110) 
The music under the lyrics is pulsing and inspires a march. The rhythmic heart-like pulse 
stops twice as the villagers shout "Kill the beast!" It simulates the Beast's heart stopping 
after the villagers (and Gaston) kill him. 
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Analysis of Dramatic Action 
Unit#: Title: Page#: 
1 Not Interested 20 
2 Good Customer 22 
3 Something New 22 
4 It's Mine? 22-23 
5 The Best 25-26 
6 Are You Sure? 26 
7 The Meeting 31 
8 Hint ... Hint. .. 31 
9 Belle's Father 31-32 
10 The Explosion 32 
11 Reassuring Papa 32 
12 Reassuring Belle 32-33 
13 Not Gaston 33 
14 It Works! 33 
15 And I'm Off ... 33-34 
16 Wolves! 34-35 
17 Hello? 35 
18 And It Begins ... 35 
19 Enchanted Object 36 
20 Hospitality 36 
21 Babette 36 
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22 Mrs. Potts 36-37 
23 A Talking Cup 37 
24 Master Will Never Know ... 37 
25 A Stranger! 37-38 
26 Unwelcome 38 
27 A Place To Stay 38 
28 Say It Isn't So! 38-39 
29 We'll Never Leave You. 39 
30 Gotta Propose 39 
31 An Unpleasant Surprise 39-40 
32 What You Want 40 
33 Undeserving 40 
34 I will Have Her. 41 
35 Hi 43 
36 My New Scarf 43 
37 Find Him! 43 
38 Being Hospitable 43 
39 Trying To Remain Human 43-44 
40 A Girl! 44 
41 Papa? 44 
42 Papa! 44-45 
43 I Won't Leave! 45 
44 The Master 45 
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45 You Did This! 45 
46 Please Let Him Go. 45 
47 So What? 45 
48 Taking Papa's Place 45-46 
49 First Look 46 
50 I'll Stay 46 
51 Take Him Away 46 
52 Let Her Go! 46 
53 Another Room 46-47 
54 The West Wing 47 
55 Not A Request 47 
56 You're A Teapot! 51 
57 The Wardrobe Talks, Too! 51 
58 Dressing For Dinner 51-52 
59 A Brave Thing 52 
60 Missing Home 52 
61 Disgraced! 53 
62 Help! 61 
63 I'll Go Alone 61 
64 Crazy ol' Maurice 61-62 
65 Where Is She? 64 
66 "The One?" 64-65 
67 Time 65 
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68 Feeling Sorry For Himself 65 
69 The Checklist 65 
70 Well? 66 
71 You'll Do What I Say! 66 
72 Breathe, Master ... 66 
73 Please? 66-67 
74 No Food For You. 67 
75 It's A Start 67 
76 Smoothing Over 67 
77 Introductions 67-68 
78 Not That 68 
79 She's Our Guest 68 
80 Dinner And A Show 68 
81 Wrapping Up 77 
82 A Tour? 77 
83 The Best Intentions 77-78 
84 Not Interested 78 
85 If He Weren't Here 78 
86 Slip Of The Tongue 78 
87 What's He Hiding? 78-79 
88 Distraction 79 
89 The West Wing 79 
90 Pushed Too Far 79-80 
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91 The Reason 80 
92 Wolves Pt. 2 80-81 
93 If You Hadn't ... 81-82 
94 Thank You 82 
95 Finally ... 82 
96 A Little Push 82 
97 Growing Accustomed To Your Face 83 
98 Butterflies 84-85 
99 A Gift 85 
100 A Complement 85 
101 The Surprise 85-86 
102 Reading 87 
103 Belle's Character 87 
104 What's Going On? 88 
105 Excited 88-89 
106 Forgetting 89 
107 Something In Common 89 
108 Update 90 
109 Hope 90 
110 The End 95 
111 A Second Chance 95 
112 An Offer 99 
113 Tonight's The Night! 99-100 
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114 Failing Courage 100 
115 You Can Do This 100 
116 Dance 101 
117 Good Night 103 
118 Putting His Toe In The Water 103 
119 A Problem 103-104 
120 The Magic Mirror 104 
121 Go To Him 104 
122 Remember Me 104 
123 Trying To Finish The Sentence 104 
124 Sacrifice 104-105 
125 Statement Of Fact 105 
126 Not Enough 105 
127 We're Home 105-106 
128 Not So Terrible 106 
129 The Arrival 106 
130 Dropping The Bomb 106 
131 Indignation 106 
132 Tit-For-Tat 107 
133 Consequences 107 
134 Proof 107 
135 Fear Of Unknown 107-108 
136 The Truth 108 
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137 Frenzied Masses 108 
138 No Way! 110 
139 Guilt 110-111 
140 March Starts 111 
141 Attack! 113 
142 Drawing In 113 
143 Chase 113 
144 Have Some Tea 113-114 
145 Wagnerian Moment 114 
146 She's Mine! 114 
147 Beast Fights Back 114-115 
148 Grace 115 
149 Reunited 115 
150 Relief 115 
151 Realization 115 
152 One Final Attempt 117 
153 Recognition 117 
154 Human Again 117 
155 Exuberating Experience 117 
156 A New Man 118 
157 How You Doin'? 118 
158 How You Do in'? Pt. Two 118 
159 My Baby! 118 
Belle 
160 Happily Ever After 
Analysis of Dramatic Action 
See Appendix A- Original Script 
Character Analysis 
Desire: BELLE. (sings) 
"Madame Gaston!" Can't you just see it? 
"Madame Gaston!" His "little wife." 
No, sir. Not me! I guarantee it! 
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118-119 
I want much more than this provincial life. 
I want adventure in the great wide somewhere! 
I want it more than I can tell! 
And for once it might be grand to have someone understand 
I want so much more than they've got planned. ( 41-42) 
Will: Belle, like most other people, is initially afraid of change. 
BELLE. (sings) 
What I'd give to return to the life that I knew lately. 
And to think I complained of that dull provincial town. ( 49) 
But her resolve to have the life that she wants is unshaken, even when she is taken 
prisoner by the beast. 
BELLE. (sings) 
Is this home? Arn I here for a day or forever? 
Shut away from the world until who knows when. 
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Oh but then as my life has been altered once 
it can change again. 
Build higher walls around me. Change every lock and key. 
Nothing lasts, nothing holds all of me. 
My heart's far, far away home and free. (50-51) 
Moral Stance: Belle always strives to do the right thing, even if it means creating 
a personal hardship. When her father was sick she took his place in the Beast's dungeon 
to save his life. She will not compromise her morals for anyone or anything. When 
Maurice is threatened by Gaston, Belle would not bend to Gaston's will and iristead 
stands up to him and says no (something that no other in town will do). At the same time 
she is compassionate and caring. When the Beast is injured by the wolves she takes him 
back to the castle instead of leaving him to die. 
Decorum: Belle is a force to be reckoned with. She does not think twice about 
expressing her feelings about anything to anyone. 
BELLE. Let me see. Just hold still. 
BEAST. Ow! That hurts! 
BELLE. If you'd hold still, it wouldn't hurt as much. 
BEAST. If you hadn't run away, this wouldn't have happened. 
BELLE. If you hadn't frightened me, I wouldn't have run away! 
BEAST. Well, you shouldn't have been in the West Wing! 
BELLE. And you should learn to control your temper! (81-82) 
Summary List of Adjectives: Belle is driven, compassionate, strong, and brave. 
The Prince/Beast 
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Desire: The Beast wants to return to his human form. Aside from his already 
selfish temperament, he has grown increasingly temperamental over the years from losing 
hope. After meeting Belle, the Beast simply wants Belle to be happy. He no longer cares 
about the curse and is willing to sacrifice his own happiness for her. 
Will: No one can make the Beast do anything he does not want to do except Belle. 
He does many things he would rather not do to gain her affection. 
(17). 
BEAST. Thought I told you to come down to dinner! 
BELLE. I'm not hungry! 
BEAST. I am the master of this castle and I'm telling you to come to 
dinner! 
LUMIERE. Master, that may not be the best way to win the girl's 
affections. 
COGSWORTH. Please ... attempt to be a gentleman. 
MRS. POTTS. Deep breaths, Master. .. deep breaths. 
BEAST. I'll give her one last chance. Would you be so kind as to join 
me for dinner? 
COGSWORTH. Uhm ... P .. . P ... 
BEAST. Please. (66-67) 
Moral Stance: In the beginning of the play, he is "spoiled, selfish, and unkind" 
BELLE .. .. Please let him out. Can't you see he's not well? 
BEAST. Then he should not have trespassed here. 
BELLE. But he's an old man. He could die! 
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BEAST. There's nothing you can do. (45) 
However, after Belle comes to the castle and their relationship blossoms, he becomes 
concerned about Belle's feelings and for the welfare of others. 
BEAST. I've never felt this way about anyone. I want to give her 
something ... but what? 
LUMIERE. It has to be something special. Something that sparks her 
interest ... 
BEAST. Uh ... Belle ... I uh ... have something to show you. But first you 
have to close your eyes. It's a surprise. 
BELLE. Can I open them? 
BEAST. Alright ... now! 
BELLE. I can't believe it! I've never seen so many books before in my 
whole life! 
BEAST. You ... like it? 
BELLE. It's wonderful! 
BEAST. Then ... it's yours! (85-86) 
Decorum: The Beast is a very imposing bully at the beginning of the play. All of 
his servants are intimidated by just the thought of him. After Belle' s arrival, the Beast 
becomes tamer and while still an authority figure, he is approachable and listens to 
counsel. 
Summary List of Adjectives: The Prince/Beast is forceful, strong, thoughtful, and 
authoritative. 
Gaston 
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Desire: Gaston only wants the best of everything. Since Belle is the best (she is 
the most beautiful girl in town and in his eyes, that makes her the best) he wants to marry 
her. 
Will: He is willing to do whatever it takes to have Belle as his wife including 
committing her father, storming a castle, and killing the Beast. 
Moral Stance: Gaston thinks moral standards do not apply to him. He is too 
wonderful to worry about rules; no one in the village punishes him for bad behavior 
anyway. Everyone owes Gaston since he is the best. 
GASTON. Who does she think she is? That girl has tangled with the · 
wrong man! 
LEFOU. Dam right! 
GASTON. No one says no to Gaston! Dismissed! Rejected! Publicly 
humiliated! It's more than I can bear. (53) 
Decorum: Gaston is very loud and garish. He is a huge presence. 
Summary List of Adjectives: Gaston is proud, uncouth, mean, and spiteful. 
Maurice 
Desire: Maurice wants to get out of the village and make his daughter happy. 
Will: He will go to great lengths to stay with his daughter, including go back to a 
castle where he was imprisoned. 
Moral Stance: Maurice is a good person; he tries to do what is best for his 
daughter, he apologizes when he does something wrong, and he fights for what is right, 
even if it means going against an entire village. 
Decorum: He is a meek and mild man. Maurice is an older gentleman with a 
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good heart. 
Summary List of Adjectives: Maurice is warm-hearted, sweet and mild. 
Cogs worth 
Desire: Cogsworth wants to be human again. Ultimately, he just wants to do his 
job. 
Will: Cogsworth tries unsuccessfully to assert his authority. He is willing to stand 
up to his coatemporaries, but only to a point. He will not stand up to the Beast. 
Moral Stance: Cogsworth looks out for his friends. He tries to do what is best for 
himself and wants others to follow suit. 
Decorum: He is brassy and blusters but can be tuned out. 
Summary List of Adjectives: Cogsworth is serious, fidgety, and caring. 
Lumiere 
Desire: Lumiere wants to be human again to resume his life. He hopes the Beast 
is successful and changes, not only to lift the curse, but for the Beast's own self-
improvement. 
Will: Lumiere will do whatever it takes to make the Beast successful, even if it 
means standing up to the Beast. 
Moral Stance: Lumiere is a kind-hearted and supportive friend to everyone, 
especially the Beast. 
LUMIERE. Tonight is the night ... the night to confess your love. 
BEAST. I'm not sure I can do that. 
COGSWORTH. You must! 
BEAST. How will I know when the moment is right? 
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LUMIERE. y OU will know because you will feel it here ... and you must 
speak from the heart. 
BEAST. I must speak from ... I can't! 
COGSWORTH, LUMIERE. You must! 
LUMIERE. What are you afraid of? 
BEAST. I'm afraid she might ... 
COGSWORTH. She might what? 
BEAST. Laugh at me. 
LUMIERE. Somehow, my prince, you must find the courage to take that 
chance. 
COGSWORTH. Master. .. look at the rose! There's so little time left! 
BEAST. I really don't think I can do this. 
LUMIERE. You can do it, Master. I know you can. (99-100) 
Decorum: Lumiere is always over the top. He is loud and always wants to be the 
center of attention unless, of course, he is in trouble. 
Summary List of Adjectives: Lumiere is flamboyant, brave, and kind. 
Mrs. Potts 
Desire: Mrs. Potts wants the Beast to grow up and free the castle's inhabitants 
from the curse for the sake of her son, Chip. 
Will: She is strong-willed and will speak her mind. 
Moral Stance: Mrs. Potts has a solid sense of right and wrong and will not make 
excuses for the Beast's bad behavior. 
MRS. POTTS. That was a very brave thing you did, my dear. 
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MADAME DE LA GRANDE BOUCHE. We all think so. 
BELLE. I'm going to miss my papa so much! 
MRS. POTTS. Cheer up, child. I know things may seem bleak right now, 
but you mustn't despair. We're here to see you through. 
(sings) 
I hope that we'll be friends, though I don't know you well 
If anyone can make the best of living here then Belle, it's 
you. And who knows, you may find home here too. (53-54) 
Decorum: She is motherly; quiet and full of advice unless she feels the need to 
correct bad behavior. She will get loud to make a point. 
Summary List of Adjectives: Mrs. Potts is kind, sympathetic, intuitive, and real. 
Lefou 
Desire: Lefou's only goal in the play is to make Gaston happy and stay in his 
good graces. 
Will: Lefou will do anything for Gaston. 
GASTON. Oh Lefou ... I'm disgraced. 
LEFOU. Who, you? Never! Gaston, you've got to pull yourself together. 
(sings) 
Gosh it disturbs me to see you, Gaston 
looking so down in the dumps. 
Ev'ry guy here'd l?ve to be you, Gaston 
even when taking your lumps. 
There's no man in town as admired as you, 
you're everyone's favorite guy. 
Everyone's awed and inspired by you 
and it's not very hard to see why. 
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Moral Stance: Lefou does not seem to have any moral standards. Whatever 
Gaston wants him to, he does, no questions asked. 
Decorum: He is loud and obnoxious. He is very excitable. 
Summary List of Adjectives: Lefou is bouncy, spiteful, annoying, and mean. 
Themes 
Ideas of the Play, Identification of Main Ideas 
The choices we make affect not only ourselves, but others as well. 
The Prince's choice to dismiss the disguised Enchantress lead to a 
curse on his entire castle. 
We can do nothing to change past choices. We must learn from them and 
move forward. 
The Beast lost hope until Belle came because he mourned his past 
actions and missed opportunities. 
Our choices affect our present and future circumstances. 
Belle chose to go after Maurice. By doing so, she set in motions 
which would eventually free her from her village life. 
If you want change, do not be afraid of a change. 
Belle mourned the loss of the familiar when she was imprisoned by 
the Beast. 
Real love requires looking at a person's inner beauty, not their outward 
Conflicts 
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physical appearance. 
Belle sees through the Beast's exterior and falls in love. Gaston's 
·ugliness is revealed through his actions. 
Physical appearances are misleading. 
Although Gaston is physically attractive his actions prove he is 
truly the Beast. While the Beast may look horrific, is ability to 
overcome past mistakes show he is actually a handsome Prince. 
Belle vs. Society 
Belle vs. Self 
Beast vs. Self 
Metaphors and Symbols 
The Rose 
A chance. 
Beauty for a limited time. 
The Meaning of "Beauty" and "Beast" 
Appearances are deceiving; both are only skin-deep in some 
instances in the script. 
Belle's Book 
Belle's independence. 
The Wolves 
Obstacles to overcome. 
Home 
"Home should be where the heart is ... " ( 49) 
Home is what you make of it. 
The Meaning of the Title 
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Beauty and the Beast is an interesting title in that during the course of the show, 
the true meaning of the words gets skewed. For example while Gaston is physically 
attractive, it becomes clear, through the course of events, that he is truly ugly and evil. In 
contrast the Beast, while physically deformed, becomes more attractive during his inner 
transformation. At the end of the show his exterior is changed to reflect the beauty he has 
become on the inside. 
Belle's "beast" is her struggle to break free from an ordinary life. She desires 
more and the struggle to get what she wants is difficult and frightening. No matter how 
much change is wanted, it is human nature to fear and fight it. When she finally allows 
the change to occur, she is rewarded with the beauty of a new life and a companion to 
share it with. 
Philosophical Statements in the Play 
Many authors argue that Belle is a typical archetypal heroine in a patriarchal fairy 
tale. In "The Mask of Beauty," Lara Sumera describes Belle as" .... on the surface strong 
and independent but in fact submissive and dependent" (Sumera 45) because she assumes 
that Belle and the Beast got married (there is no textual reference to the marriage in the 
script or in the movie). Kathi Maio states in her article "Disney's Dolls,"" .... a good-
looking boyfriend remains the truest measure of feminine happiness and success" (Maio). 
Both Sumera and Maio argue that Belle has traded her desire for an extraordinary 
existence for a domestic, backseat role in her own life. 
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When all facts are considered, Belle does not fit into the archetypal heroine role. 
Belle does not conform to society's rules when she rejects Gaston. She does not accept 
that there is no other option but settle in a "provincial life." She goes out into the world in 
search of more and finds it in the Beast's castle. In her article "Feminine Empowerment 
in Disney's Beauty and the Beast" Sharon Downey writes that the whole story is about 
" ... a central male character whose problems can be corrected only through a woman's 
help" (193). The possibility of marriage to the Beast/Prince does not interfere with her 
dream of doing something extraordinary with her life. Belle's desire to have more than 
her little village can provide and her willingness to love another saves an entire castle full 
of people. Marriage to the Beast/Prince would even give her power to change lives as she 
would be a princess and eventually, a queen. That is more powerful and extraordinary 
than the life she would have had in her village, even if she never married. 
Sigmund Freud was once quoted as saying "Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar." 
Feminist critics have analyzed the show from beginning to end looking for anything that 
might be symbolic to prove the point that Disney's Beauty and the Beast furthers 
patriarchal ideals. Jack Zipes states in "Breaking the Disney Spell," that Disney's 
heroines are " .... helpless ornaments in need of protection, and when it comes to the 
action of the film, they are omitted" (Zipes 37). A scene he cites is one in which Belle 
runs away from the castle and encounters a hungry pack of wolves. She is helpless 
against them and her demise seems eminent until the Beast comes roaring in to save her. 
As Belle watches, he fights off the wolves and, after defeating them, collapses. 
While some authors like Zipes argue that Belle being saved by the Beast supports 
the idea that Belle is a "helpless ornament," the Freud adage applies. Belle left the castle 
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in a hurry with nothing but a cloak. When a large, hungry pack of wolves attacks a man 
or a woman, chances of survival are slim unless the person is armed. Belle had no 
weapon and little time to react. 
The Macmillan Dictionary defines a beast as "an animal, especially a dangerous 
or strange one" (Macmillan). Not only is the Beast a beast, but he has the added 
advantage of being partially human and, therefore, capable of higher thought function. 
He is strong, intimidating and intelligent. As a beast, he would instinctually understand 
what it would take to defeat a pack of wolves. For those reasons, the Beast would be the 
logical warrior against the wild wolves. The fact that Belle stayed out of the fight signals 
that she is smart - not "a helpless ornament." 
Continuing the scene above, instead of continuing on her way, Belle decides to 
help the Beast back to the castle where they come to an understanding and begin to form 
an attachment to each other. 
While Lara Sumera in "The Mask of Beauty" argues that by going back to the 
castle Belle trades her independence for a domestic role, Freud's "cigar" comment 
applies again. Belle is described as a caring, thoughtful person through her actions: she 
takes her father's place as the Beast's prisoner, she makes fast-friends with the enchanted 
objects, and she tries to spare Gaston's feelings while turning down his marriage 
proposal. A person like that would not leave another to die, no matter the circumstances. 
Being caring and sympathetic does not mean someone is weak; rather it is a sign of 
strength and conviction. Belle shows great strength in taking the Beast back to the castle, 
especially given the circumstances under which she left. 
Through the entire show, Belle is a determined, intelligent, driven individual who 
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will do what she believes is right, no matter the circumstances or what her peers think. 
While it is true that the original conflict is the Beast's curse, Sharon Downey points out 
that the Beast's " ... problems can only be corrected through a woman's help" (Downey 
193). Belle and her decision to love the Beast is what the show is about, not Belle as a 
helpless woman who changes herself and her dreams to settle for an ordinary existence 
with a prince. 
Mood Adjectives 
Unit 1 - Not Interested 
Touch: Detached 
Taste: Chipped 
Hear: Blunt 
Sight: Far-off 
Smell: Unremarkable 
Unit 2 - Good Customer 
Touch: Clean 
Taste: Familiar 
Hear: Cheerful 
Sight: Amusement 
Smell: Pleasant 
Unit 3 - Something New 
Moods of the Play 
Touch: Wann 
Taste: Pleasing 
Hear: Brassy 
Sight: Amusement 
Smell: Pleasant 
Unit 4 - It's Mine? 
Touch: Tingly 
Taste: Voracious 
Hear: Spastic 
Sight: Fabulous 
Smell: Pleasant 
Unit 5 - The Best 
Touch: Deadly 
Taste: Oily 
Hear: Acidic 
Sight: Cannibalistic 
Smell: Pleasant 
Unit 6 - Are you sure? 
Touch: Stiffly 
Taste: Chilly 
Hear: Piercing 
Sight: Disconnected 
Smell: Smokey 
Unit 7 - The Meeting 
Touch: Gooey 
Taste: "Broken 
Hear: Dull 
Sight: Blank 
Smell: Antiseptic 
Unit 8 - Hint. .. Hint . .. 
Touch: Cool 
Taste: Corrosive 
Hear: Obnoxious 
Sight: Flakey 
Smell: Noxious 
Unit 9 -Belle's Father 
Touch: Caustic 
Taste: Dry 
Hear: Intense 
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Sight: Contradictory 
Smell: Tart 
Unit 10- The Explosion 
Touch: Gash 
Taste: Fester 
Hear: Sweaty 
Sight: Dawdle 
Smell: Harsh 
Unit 11 - Reassuring Papa 
Touch: Pliant 
Taste: Tender 
Hear: Light 
Sight: Thoughtful 
Smell: Citrusy 
Unit 12 -Reassuring Belle 
Touch: Pliant 
Taste: Tender 
Hear: Light 
Sight: Thoughtful 
Smell: Citrusy 
Unit 13 - Not Gaston 
Touch: Twitch 
Taste: Uninviting 
Hear: Painful 
Sight: Dirty 
Smell: Potent 
Unit 14- It Works! 
Touch: Sharp 
Taste: Rich 
Hear: Gleeful 
Sight: Enormous 
Smell: Rich 
Unit 15 -And I'm Off. .. 
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Touch: Pleasing 
Taste: Bittersweet 
Hear: Harmonious 
Sight: Budding 
Smell: Satisfying 
Unitl6-,- Wolves! 
Touch: Heavy 
Taste: Grainy 
Hear: Gripping 
Sight: Brutal 
Smell: Sickening 
Unit 17 - Hello? 
Touch: Light 
Taste: Sandy 
Hear: Hollow 
Sight: Empty 
Smell: Vague 
Unit 18 - And It Begins ... 
Touch: Magnetic 
Taste: Hot 
Hear: Disjointed 
Sight: Bolt 
Smell: Deceptively 
Unit 19 - Enchanted Object 
Touch: Warp 
Taste: Robust 
Hear: Unbalanced 
Sight: Hypnotic 
Smell: Strange 
Unit 20 - Hospitality 
Touch: Warm 
Taste: Remarkable 
Hear: Gusto 
Sight: Agile 
Smell: Blended 
Unit 21 - Babette 
Touch: Delicate 
Taste: Dainty 
Hear: Brassy 
Sight: Amorously 
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Smell: Creamy 
Unit 22 - Mrs. Potts 
Touch: Doughy 
Taste: Satisfying 
Hear: Jovial 
Sight: Focused 
Smell: Fresh 
Unit 23 - A Talking Cup 
Touch: Chipped 
Taste: Chipped 
Hear: Unbalanced 
Sight: Awkward 
Smell: Light 
Unit 24-Master Will Never Know .. . 
Touch: Lush 
Taste: Luxurious 
Hear: Bouncy 
Sight: Animated 
Smell: Robust 
Unit 25 - A Stranger! 
Touch: Biting 
Taste: Corrosive 
Hear: Disjointed 
Sight: Blood-thirsty 
Smell: Musty 
Unit 26 - Unwelcome 
Touch: Cold 
Taste: Dreadful 
Hear: Blunt 
Sight: Prickly 
Smell: Pungent 
Unit 27 - A Place To Stay 
Touch: Cutting 
Taste: Sandy 
Hear: Splinter 
Sight: Panic 
Smell: Moldy 
Unit 28 - Say It Isn't So! 
Touch: Cluch 
Taste: Bitter 
Hear: Somber 
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Sight: Inconceivable 
Smell: Noxious 
Unit 29- We'll Never Leave You 
Touch: Hot 
Taste: Prickly 
Hear: Explosive 
Sight: Sniveling 
Smell: Overbearing 
Unit 30 - Gotta Propose 
Touch: Spasm 
Taste: Spiked 
Hear: Gusto 
Sight: Goofy 
Smell: Woodsy 
Unit 31 - An Unpleasant Surprise 
Touch: Pinch 
Taste: Acidic 
Hear: Haphazardly 
Sight: Crazy 
Smell: Stinky 
Unit 32- What You Want 
Touch: Blunt 
Taste: Doughy 
Hear: Clashing 
Sight: Focused 
Smell: Volatile 
Unit 33 - Undeserving 
Touch: Oily 
Taste: Seedy 
Hear: Dull 
Sight: Business-like 
Smell: Painful 
Unit 34 - I Will Have Her 
Touch: Thorny 
Taste: Warp 
Hear: Moody 
Sight: Focused 
Smell: Painful 
Unit 35 -Hi 
Touch: Normal 
Taste: Tame 
Hear: Mild 
Sight: Abrupt 
Smell: Devoid 
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Unit 36 - My New Scarf 
Touch: Feverish 
Taste: Dominant 
Hear: Frenzied 
Sight: Erratic 
Smell: Potent 
Unit 37 - Find Him! 
Touch: Feverish 
Taste: Dominant 
Hear: Frenzied 
Sight: Erratic 
Smell: Potent 
Unit 38 - Being Hospitable 
Touch: Coarse 
Taste: Biting 
Hear: Blaring 
Sight: Harshly 
Smell: Awful 
Unit 39 - Trying To Remain Human 
Touch: Loosely 
Taste: Mildly 
Hear: Forced 
Sight: Dim 
Smell:Tame 
Unit 40-A Girl! 
Touch: Sharp 
Taste: Sharp 
Hear: Intense 
Sight: Otherworldly 
Smell: Strong 
Unit 41 - Papa? 
Touch: Shudder 
Taste: Sparingly 
Hear: Intense 
Sight: Strained 
Smell: Weak 
Unit 42 - Papa! 
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Touch: Shattered 
Taste: Powerful 
Hear: Hollow 
Sight: Enormous 
Smell: Potent 
Unit 43 -I Won't Leave 
Touch: Twitch 
Taste: Unevenly 
Hear: Rigid 
Sight: Disorderly 
Smell: Devoid 
Unit 44 - The Master 
Touch: Chilly 
Taste: Tainted 
Hear: Otherworldly 
Sight: Ample 
Smell: Bitter 
Unit 45 - You Did This! 
Touch: Alienated 
Taste: Awful 
Hear: Detached 
Sight: Antagonistic 
Smell: Decayed 
Unit 46 - Please Let Him Go 
Touch: Sweaty 
Taste: Heavy 
Hear: Restrained 
Sight: Down-trodden 
Smell: Complex 
Unit 4 7 - So What? 
Touch: Cool 
Taste: Irregular 
Hear: Depressing 
Sight: Pitiful 
Smell: Nauseous 
Unit 48 -Taking Papa's Place 
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Touch: Stiff 
Taste: Stagnated 
Hear: Hollow 
Sight: Crusader 
Smell: Stagnated 
Unit 49 - First Look 
Touch: Sickening 
Taste: Chipped 
Hear: Intense 
Sight: Corrupt 
Smell: Sickening 
Unit 50 - I'll Stay 
Touch: Shudder 
Taste: Bitter 
Hear: Irregular 
Sight: Dark 
Smell: Char 
Unit 51-Take Him Away 
Touch: Coarse 
Taste: Bitter 
Hear: Blunt 
Sight: Brutal 
Smell: Sear 
Unit 52 - Let Her Go! 
Touch: Shattered 
Taste: Bitter 
Hear: Minor 
Sight: Brutal 
Smell: Sour 
Unit 53 -Another Room 
Touch: Light 
Taste: Luke-warm 
Hear: Faint 
Sight: Cast-off 
Smell: Subtle 
Unit 54 - The West Wing 
Touch: Rigid 
Taste: Dull 
Hear: Daunting 
Sight: Unstable 
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Smell: Antiseptic 
Unit 55 -Not A Request 
Touch: Ruffled 
Taste: Detached 
Hear: Alarming 
Sight: Vicious 
Smell: Devoid 
Unit 56 - You're A Teapot! 
Touch: Cozy 
Taste: Creamy 
Hear: Jovial 
Sight: Bright 
Smell: Fresh 
Unit 57 - The Wardrobe Talks, Too! 
Touch: Unyielding 
Taste: Uncommon 
Hear: Overbearing 
Sight: Lavish 
Smell: Rich 
Unit 58 - Dressing For Dinner 
Touch: Corrosive 
Taste: Prickly 
Hear: Forced 
Sight: Caustic 
Smell: Devoid 
Unit 59 - A Brave Thing 
Touch: Warm 
Taste: Bitter 
Hear: Slowly 
Sight: Devastating 
Smell: Robust 
Unit 60 - Missing Home 
Touch: Reassuring 
Taste: Warm 
Hear: Flowing 
Sight: Calm 
Smell: Savory 
Unit 61 -Disgraced! 
Touch: Chipped 
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Taste: Dreadful 
Hear: Distorted 
Sight: Bulky 
Smell: Rank 
Unit 62 - Help! 
Touch: Cold 
Taste: Rancid 
Hear: Frantic 
Sight: Frenzied 
Smell: Smoky 
Unit 63 - I'll Go Alone 
Touch: Dreadful 
Taste: Icy 
Hear: Distorted 
Sight: Detached 
Smell: Char 
Unit 64-Crazy 01' Maurice 
Touch: Icy 
Taste: Intensely 
Hear: Hollow 
Sight: Fester 
Smell: Flatulent 
Unit 65 - Where Is She? 
Touch: Ruffled 
Taste: Prickly 
Hear: Abrupt 
Sight: Pale 
Smell: Lemony 
Unit 66- "The One?" 
Touch: Delicate 
Taste: Warm 
Hear: Light 
Sight: Bashful 
Smell: Mild 
Unit 67 - Time 
Touch: Cool 
Taste: Doughy 
Hear: Candid 
Sight: Ambush 
Smell: Pure 
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Unit 68 - Feeling Sorry For Himself 
Touch: Arid 
Taste: Oily 
Hear: Painful 
Sight: Pitiful 
Smell: Stinky 
Unit 69 - The Checklist 
Touch: Hard 
Taste: Robust 
Hear: Loudly 
Sight: Caustic 
Smell: Pungent 
Unit 70- Well? 
Touch: Rickety 
Taste: Sharp 
Hear: Intense 
Sight: Daunting 
Smell: Volatile 
Unit 71 - You'll Do What I Say! 
Touch: Mangle 
Taste: Uninviting 
Hear: Harshly 
Sight: Daunting 
Smell: Sharp 
Unit 72 - Breathe, Master ... 
Touch: Light 
Taste: Dewy 
Hear: Dull 
Sight: Unstable 
Smell: Vague 
Unit 73 - Please? 
Touch: Flat 
Taste: Frozen 
Hear: Distant 
Sight: Distorted 
Smell: Musty 
Unit 74 - No Food For You! 
Touch: Mangle 
Taste: Nasty 
Hear: Blaring 
Sight: Brutal 
Smell: Char 
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Unit 75 - It's A Start 
Touch: Tingly 
Taste: Doughy 
Hear: Hopeful 
Sight: Alienated 
Smell: Citrusy 
Unit 76 - Smoothing Over 
Touch: Dainty 
Taste: Gentle 
Hear: Dimly 
Sight: Cautious 
Smell: Light 
Unit 77 - Introductions 
Touch: Smooth 
Taste: Clean 
Hear: Brassy 
Sight: Bright 
Smell: Clear 
Unit 78 - Not That 
Touch: Rough 
Taste: Seedy 
Hear: Brassy 
Sight: Dim 
Smell: Fishy 
Unit 79 - She's Our Guest 
Touch: Delicate 
Taste: Light 
Hear: Jovial 
Sight: Delightful 
Smell: Aromatic 
Unit 80 - Dinner And A Show 
Touch: Lavish 
Taste: Robust 
Hear: Joyful 
Sight: Clever 
Smell: Satisfying 
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Unit 81 - Wrapping Up 
Touch: Mild 
Taste: Mellow 
Hear: Gaily 
Sight: Flashy 
Smell: Fresh 
Unit 82 - A Tour? 
Touch: Smooth 
Taste: Pleasant 
Hear: Tingly 
Sight: Dazzle 
Smell: Creamy 
Unit 83 - The Best Intentions 
Touch: Moist 
Taste: Unremarkable 
Hear: Jumbled 
Sight: Awkward 
Smell: Clear 
Unit 84 - The Tour 
Touch: Skillful 
Taste: Clean 
Hear: Monotone 
Sight: Balanced 
Smell: Stuffy 
Unit 85 -If He Weren't Here 
Touch: Sharp 
Taste: Sharp 
Hear: Sharp 
Sight: Dark 
Smell: Antiseptic 
Unit 86- Slip Of The Tongue 
Touch: Hot 
Taste: Uninviting 
Hear: Brassy 
Sight: Lively 
Smell: Tart 
Unit 87 - What's He Hiding? 
Touch: Smooth 
Taste: Cool 
Hear: Tingly 
Sight: Clean 
Smell: Musty 
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Unit 88 - Distraction 
Touch: Corrugated 
Taste: Spicy 
Hear: Squeezed 
Sight: Frantic 
Smell: Tart 
Unit 89-The West Wing 
Touch: Hot 
Taste: Slimy 
Hear: Brassy 
Sight: Dark 
Smell: Rotten 
Unit 90-Pushed Too Far 
Touch: Deadly 
Taste: Icy 
Hear: Distant 
Sight: Bewildered 
Smell: Moldy 
Unit 91 - The Reason 
Touch: Limp 
Taste: Devoid 
Hear: Distant 
Sight: Broken-hearted 
Smell: Devoid 
Unit 92- Wolves Pt. 2 
Touch: Painful 
Taste: Strong 
Hear: loud 
Sight: Disjointed 
Smell: Rancid 
Unit 93 -If You Hadn't ... 
Touch: Cold 
Taste: Blunt 
Hear: Clear 
Sight: Flippant 
Smell: Crisp 
Unit 94 - Thank You 
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Touch: Warm 
Taste: Well-rounded 
Hear: Calm 
Sight: Nice 
Smell: Pleasant 
Unit 95 - Finally ... 
Touch: Gripping 
Taste: Complex 
Hear: Daunting 
Sight: Focused 
Smell: Complex 
Unit 96 - A Little Push 
Touch: Delicate 
Taste: Warm 
Hear: Tingly 
Sight: Brisk 
Smell: Citrusy 
Unit 97 - Growing Accustomed To Your 
Face 
Touch: Contagious 
Taste: Wann 
Hear: Musical 
Sight: Sweet 
Smell: Aromatic 
Unit 98 - Butterflies 
Touch: Light 
Taste: Funny 
Hear: Tinkling 
Sight: Bright 
Smell: Sweet 
Unit 99 - A Gift 
Touch: Blunt 
Taste: Rich 
Hear: Gaily 
Sight: Budding 
Smell: Pure 
Unit 100 - A Complement 
Touch: Liquid 
Taste: Complex 
Hear: Rushing 
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Sight: Clumsily 
Smell: Mild 
Unit 101 - The Surprise 
Touch: Lovingly 
Taste: Sweet 
Hear: Gleeful 
Sight: Heartwarming 
Smell: Fresh 
Unit 102 - Reading 
Touch: Broken 
Taste: Cool 
Hear: Candid 
Sight: Alien 
Smell: Old 
Unit 103 - Belle's Character 
Touch: Light 
Taste: Sweet 
Hear: Fluid 
Sight: Calm 
Smell: Pleasant 
Unit 104- What's Going On? 
Touch: Airy 
Taste: Floral 
Hear: Bright 
Sight: Agreeable 
Smell: Light 
Unit 105 - Excited 
Touch: Titillation 
Taste: Succulent 
Hear: Gripping 
Sight: Adventurous 
Smell: Perfumed 
Unit 106- Forgetting 
Touch: Rough 
Taste: Worn-out 
Hear: Raw 
Sight: Retreat 
Smell: Medicinal 
Unit 107 - Something In Common 
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Touch: Snug 
Taste: Delicate 
Hear: Serene 
Sight: Transparent 
Smell: Pure 
Unit 108 - Update 
Touch: Magnetic 
Taste: Warm 
Hear: Smooth 
Sight: Amusement 
Smell: Pleasing 
Unit 109 - Hope 
Touch: Tender 
Taste: Fresh 
Hear: Lively 
Sight: Dazzle 
Smell: Potent 
Unit 110-The End 
Touch: Swollen 
Taste: Dense 
Hear: Heavy 
Sight: Beautiful 
Smell: Floral 
Unit 111 -A Second Chance 
Touch: Light 
Taste: Pleasant 
Hear: Musical 
Sight: Beautiful 
Smell: Pleasant 
Unit 112 -An Offer 
Touch: Greasy 
Taste: Slimy 
Hear: Grinding 
Sight: Dirty 
Smell: Rotten 
Unit 113 - Tonight'.s The Night! 
Touch: Chilly 
Taste: Drab 
Hear: Drone 
Sight: Anxious 
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Smell: Complex 
Unit 114 - Failing Courage 
Touch: Flinching 
Taste: Metallic 
Hear: Complex 
Sight: Cowardly 
Smell: Plain 
Unit 115 - You Can Do This 
Touch: Light 
Taste: Dense 
Hear: Forced 
Sight: Ancient 
Smell: Fragrant 
Unit 116-Dance 
Touch: Forced 
Taste: Metallic 
Hear: Grinding 
Sight: Enormous 
Smell: Airy 
Unit 117 - Good Night 
Touch: Light 
Taste: Pleasant 
Hear: Classical 
Sight: Artful 
Smell: Light 
Unit 118 - Putting His Toe In The Water 
Touch: Alien 
Taste: Arid 
Hear: Crisp 
Sight: Fidgety 
Smell: Light 
Unit 119 - A Problem 
Touch: Twinge 
Taste: Uneven 
Hear: Recurring 
Sight: Distant 
Smell: Sickly 
Unit 120 - The Magic Mirror 
Touch: Tingly 
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Taste: Moist 
llear: Rhythmic 
Sight: Enchanted 
Smell: Perfumed 
Unit 121-Go To llim 
Touch: Light 
Taste: Devoid 
llear: Dissonant 
Sight: lleavy 
Smell: Devoid 
Unit 122 - Remember Me 
Touch: Broken 
Taste: Sour 
llear: llollow 
Sight: Pitiful 
Smell: Uncommon 
Unit 123 - Trying To Finish The 
Sentence 
Touch: Clutch 
Taste: Weighty 
Hear: Limp 
Sight: Divine 
Smell: Complex 
Unit 124 - Sacrifice 
Touch: Sad 
Taste: Bitter 
Hear: Dull 
Sight: Broken-hearted 
Smell: Subtle 
Unit 125 - Statement Of Fact 
Touch: Heavy 
Taste: Dry 
Hear: Dull 
Sight: Far Off 
Smell: Non-descript 
Unit 126 - Not Enough 
Touch: Contagious 
Taste: Bitter 
Hear: Frivolous 
Sight: Dry 
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Smell: Subtle 
Unit 127- We're Home 
Touch: Electric 
Taste: Warm 
Hear: Comfort 
Sight: Animated 
Smell: Good 
Unit 128 - Not So Terrible 
Touch: Heavy 
Taste: Tart 
Hear: Tinkling 
Sight: Reserve 
Smell: Light 
Unit 129 -The Arrival 
Touch: Greasy 
Taste: Non-descript 
Hear: Minor 
Sight: Ghastly 
Smell: Rancid 
Unit 130 - Dropping The Bomb 
Touch: Slimy 
Taste: Rancid 
Hear: Loud 
Sight: Repulsive 
Smell: Rotten 
Unit 131 - Indignation 
Touch: Awful 
Taste: Bitter 
Hear: Loud 
Sight: Insane 
Smell: Clear 
Unit 132 - Tit-For-Tat 
Touch: Slimy 
Taste: Slimy 
Hear: Sickening 
Sight: Slimy 
Smell: Sickening 
Unit 133 - Consequences 
Touch: Hard 
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Taste: Nasty 
Hear: Blaring 
Sight: Enormous 
Smell: Caustic 
Unit 134 - Proof 
Touch: Rough 
Taste: Strong 
Hear: Loud 
Sight: Amazing 
Smell: Clean 
Unit 135 - Fear Of Unknown 
Touch: Fidgety 
Taste: Non-descript 
Hear: Tinkling 
Sight: Animated 
Smell: Clean 
Unit 136 - The Truth 
Touch: Deadly 
Taste: Stagnant 
Hear: Piercing 
Sight: Painful 
Smell: Potent 
Unit 13 7 - Frenzied Masses 
Touch: Furious 
Taste: Intense 
Hear: Frenzied 
Sight: Wild 
Smell: Potent 
Unit 138 -No Way! 
Touch: Cutting 
Taste: Primary 
Hear: Dominant 
Sight: Primal 
Smell: Woodsy 
Unit 139 - Guilt 
Touch: Broken 
Taste: Bitter 
Hear: Gritty 
Sight: Stiff 
Smell: Dank 
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Unit 140- March Starts 
Touch: Deadly 
Taste: Poisonous 
Hear: Loud 
Sight: Scary 
Smell: Rotten 
Unit 141 -Attack! 
Touch: Light 
Taste: Heavy 
Hear: Electric 
Sight: Charged ·· 
Smell: Earthy 
Unit 142-Drawing In 
Touch: Sensual 
Taste: Succulent 
Hear: Hypnotic 
Sight: Promiscuous 
Smell: Floral 
Unit 143 - Chase 
Touch: Electric 
Taste: Spicy 
Hear: Loud 
Sight: Hilarious 
Smell: Rich 
Unit 144-Have Some Tea 
Touch: Light 
Taste: Bitter 
Hear: Uneven 
Sight: Flippant 
Smell: Strong 
Unit 145 - Wagnerian Moment 
Touch: Heavy 
Taste: Heavy 
Hear: Clashing 
Sight: Hilarious 
Smell: Intense 
Unit 146- She's Mine! 
Touch: Coarse 
Taste: Bitter 
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Hear: Clanging 
Sight: Pitiful 
Smell: Moldy 
Unit 147 -Beast Fights Back 
Touch: Devastating 
Taste: Biting 
Hear: Light 
Sight: Anticlimactic 
Smell: Complex 
Unit 148 - Grace 
Touch: Light 
Taste: Sweet 
Hear: Balanced 
Sight: Blended 
Smell: Earthy 
Unit 149- Reunited 
Touch: Unyielding 
Taste: Bitter-sweet 
Hear: Candid 
Sight: Tormented 
Smell: Sweet 
Unit 150 - Relief 
Touch: Warp 
Taste: Potent 
Hear: Tainted 
Sight: Powerful 
Smell: Deceptive 
Unit 151 - Realization 
Touch: Torment 
Taste: Ripe 
Hear: Light 
Sight: Ancient 
Smell: Awful 
Unit 152 - One Final Attempt 
Touch: Light 
Taste: Heavy 
Hear: Light 
Sight: Heavy 
Smell: Heavy 
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Unit 153 - Recognition 
Touch: Delicate 
Taste: Sweet 
Hear: Bright 
Sight: Perfect 
Smell: Sweet 
Unit 154-Human Again 
Touch: Rough 
Taste: Clean 
Hear: Loud 
Sight: Victorious 
Smell: Clear 
Unit 155 - Exuberating Experience 
Touch: Ruffled 
Taste: Cool 
Hear: Tender 
Sight: Virtuous 
Smell: Delightful 
Unit 156 -A New Man 
Touch: Cool 
Taste: Alien 
Hear: Cheerful 
Sight: Fresh 
Smell: Unique 
Unit 157 -How You Doin'? 
Touch: Magnetic 
Taste: Sensual 
Hear: Racy 
Sight: Romantic 
Smell: Savory 
Unit 158 - How You Doin'? Pt. Two 
Touch: Enticing 
Taste: Sensual 
Hear: Restrained 
Sight: Ripe 
Smell: Savory 
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Unit 159-My Baby! 
Touch: Perfect 
Taste: Powerful 
Hear: Whimsical 
Sight: Enchanting 
Smell: Sweet 
Unit 160 - Happily Ever After 
Touch: Cozy 
Taste: Delightful 
Hear: Cheerful 
Sight: Clear 
Smell: Satisfying 
Previous Reviews 
Palace Theater, 1994: 
As Broadway musicals go, Beauty and the Beast belongs 
right up there with the Empire State Building, F. A. 0. Schwartz 
and the Circle Line boat tours. It is hardly a triumph of art, but it'll 
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probably be a whale of a tourist attraction. It is Las Vegas without 
the sex, Mardi Gras without the booze and Madame Tussaud's 
without the waxy stares. You don't watch it, you gape at it, 
knowing that nothing in Dubuque comes close. 
At an official cost of nearly $12 million - unofficial 
estimates run considerably higher - the Walt Disney Conpany has 
recreated on the stage of the Palace Theater its 1991 blockbuster 
animated feature, right down to the ravenous wolves, the dancing 
spoons and the enchanted rose that sheds its petals as true love's 
hopes run low. Family audiences tired of prancing felines are apt to 
find this cause for celebration. Others may look upon the eye-
boggling spectacle as further proof of the age-old theory that if you 
throw enough money at the American public, the American public 
will throw it right back . 
. . . The astonishments never cease. Yet strange as it may 
sound, that's the very drawback of "Beauty and the Beast." 
Nothing has been left to the imagination. Everything has been 
painstakingly and copiously illustrated. There is no room for 
dreaming, no quiet tucked-away moment that might encourage a 
poetic thought. For an evening that puts forth so much, Beauty and 
the Beast has amazingly little resonance. What you see is precicely 
what you get. In the end, the musical says far less about the 
redemptive power of love than it does about the boundless 
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ingenuity of what is called Team Disney. 
-
The movie's strength- at least from Broadway's 
perspective- is the Academy Award-winning score by Alan 
Menken and his partner, Howard Ashman, who died in early 1991 
before work began on the stage version. Such songs as "Belle," 
"Be Our Guest" and "Gaston" are happily reminiscent of Lerner 
and Loewe, and the title number speaks stirringly of love, as few 
Broadway ballads do these days. To them, Mr. Menken, working 
with the lyricist Tim Rice, has added seven new numbers, partly to 
bring out the sensitive side of the Beast, partly to underscore 
Belle's fortitude. However, the production .. .is reluctant to let a 
song be a song in its own way and time. Two kinds of delivery are 
recognized: the hard sell and the harder sell. 
... Much of the movie's charm stems from the way objects 
are made to look like people. Reversing the anthropomorphic 
process, the musical prides itself on how cleverly people can be 
made into objects ... 
While the tale of Beauty and the Beast is not fraught with 
psychological complexities, Linda Woolverton's book expands her 
screenplay without noticeably deepening it. Only the primary 
emotions and the most elemental reactions stand a chance of 
holding their own against the bustle and blazing pyrotechnics 
anyway ... 
Palace Theater, 1999: 
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Beauty and the Beast is Disney's first official Broadway 
musical, with more, apparently, to come. Nobody should be 
surprised that it brings to mind a theme-park entertainment raised 
to the power of 10. Although not machine-made, it is clearly the 
product of a company that prizes its winning formula. Inspiration 
has less to do with it than tireless industry. 
The result is a sightseer's delight, which isn't the same 
thing as a theatergoer's dream ... (Richards) 
... The production still looks good, no mean feat after six 
years. There have been changes - some good, some not so good. 
The original misguided idea of using stuffed wolves on poles 
during the forest chase scenes has been scrapped, but the new 
dancers in wolf costumes are ever so reminiscent of Cats. The 
human chorus is more cartoonish than when the show first opened, 
a drawback I noted in the national touring cast last year. Big 
mistake! This show has to be played for real - playing it silly 
weakens the show for both adults and kids. The true Walt Disney 
legacy is to never play down to children, thereby never 
embarrassing adults ... (Kenrick) 
Capitol Theater, 2002: 
The Broadway version of Disney's Beauty and the Beast 
.... has the awkward task of taking a near-perfect 90-minute.film 
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and turning it into a viable 150-minute stage musical. 
The expanded, live version is not as good as the movie -
not surprisingly, it feels too long at times - but it's easily as good 
as most Broadway musicals, with more heart and humor than 
many. 
That heart, unfortunately, is often overshadowed by the 
show's flashiness. It's a fine spectacle, with numerous big dance 
numbers ... and impressive stage tricks .. .It's just a shame to use 
them in a show whose story and characters didn't need that kind of 
gimmickry. 
The film version was animated and automatically appealed 
to kids, so the characters didn't have to act particularly cartoonish. 
Those responsible for the live version felt compelled to make it 
appeal to children, too, and made everything goofier to make up 
for the fact that it's not animated anymore. The result is that many 
of the characters act more cartoonish in the stage version than they 
did in the cartoon. It's gotten sillier and broader, with way too 
many instances of Lefou being smacked around . 
... You will get your money's worth, and you will most 
definitely be entertained. Your emotions won't be touched as 
strongly as with the film, but your toes will tap for days. 
Should you go? Not for stuffy theater purists, or for the 
hard-core fans of the movie, but fine for everyone else. (Snider) 
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Lunt-Fontanne Theater, 2004: 
Ten years ago today the Broadway production of Beauty 
and the Beast opened at the Palace Theater . 
. . . . how does Beauty and the Beast hold up after a decade? 
Not too badly, it would appear . 
. . . When the production premiered, it met with a fair 
amount of criticism, much of it not unjustified. Is a major artistic 
boundary not crossed - or violated - when an animated film is 
translated directly to the stage? Perhaps, but that has never been 
the Beauty and the Beast that made it to Broadway and, 
subsequently, to stages all over the world. 
In adapting the film to the stage, Linda Woolverton (also 
one of the film's writers) instituted a number of key changes: Just 
about every character was given more depth (the Beast is more 
threatening and sympathetic; Belle ... is more determined and 
headstrong), and, perhaps most importantly, the story's panoply of 
talking knick-knacks were no longer servants who had been 
enchanted into teapots, armories, clocks, and so on as the result of 
an enchantress's spell - now, they were gradually becoming these 
things. 
That distinction is crucial- in making it, Woolverton made 
the stage Beauty and the Beast about people facing difficult 
choices and uncertain consequences ... Woolverton's commitment 
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to re-spinning the familiar story about one man's loss of humanity 
into deeply human tale is what has always made the stage Beauty 
and the Beast work. 
... After all these years much of the show is still 
enormously effective and, dare I say it, enchanting ... If Beauty and 
the Beast has never been revelatory theatre, it's always been solid 
family entertainment, and it remains so today. (Murray) 
Cadillac Palace Theatre, 2010: 
... When Disney theatricals wanted to give Ariel and Simba 
their stage legs, it turned to innovative directors with experimental 
ideas (the latter worked brilliantly, and the former had trouble). 
But with "Beast," the prototype, Disney pretty much put the 
cartoon on stage, dancing flatware and all. No expense was spared. 
And that was all it took. This gorgeous Alan Menken score 
has such unstoppable melodies, and the original film had such 
colorful characters, that they provided all the emotional 
underpinning any show could ever need. The original production 
of Beauty and the Beast delivered so many laughs, so much 
romance, it re-ignited an entire genre of musical. 
You should know that the touring production at the 
Cadillac Palace Theatre is not that massive original production 
(which once crammed itself into the Chicago Theaters), but an 
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entirely new and less-extensive visual take on the beloved 
material ... 
. . . Some of the original effects are preserved- Chip, the 
talking cup, still sits mysterious on his tray. And the Beast still 
spins his way into a man. But the Beast no longer has a castle to 
call his own (or a least not a castle with actual walls). Belle's quite 
little town appears only in miniature (a device that is being 
overused in current cut-down tours). Even Gaston has to do his 
arrogant alehouse thing without a table ... (Jones) 
Peabody Auditorium, 2010: 
Clearly the good folks at Disney didn't have a lot of 
latitude when they were naming Beauty and the Beast, the 
international megahit that has come to Daytona Beach in a bus 
and-truck production this week. But I wonder if they had any idea 
how appropriate their title was going to be. 
There are slivers of beauty in the NETworks tour, just as 
there have been in the Broadway production and the handful of 
other versions I've seen. But Beauty and the Beast is also a beast 
of a show - garish, loud, sometimes cheesy and theatrically so run-
of-the-mill that you have to wonder whether imagination played 
any part in it at all. 
... But the current tour, which boasts most of the creative 
team from the Broadway production, has all the clunkiness that the 
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Broadway version suffered, just in a smaller fonn. The 
costumes .... often look nothing like what they're supposed to be: 
Mrs. Potts doesn't resemble a teapot (except for her outstretched 
ann); Madame de la Grande Bouche looks nothing like a 
wardrobe, and so on. 
Elements of ... set design remind me of the flocked wall 
paper of a bad French restaurant. And my guest and I couldn' t 
figure out why the Beast seems to have canine teeth growing 
through his beard ... (Maupin) 
Golden Gate Theatre, 2010: 
Kids may still be mesmerized- those seated near me 
remained transfixed for the whole 2 1/3 hours-but adults will want 
to take heed. The Beauty and the Beast that opened Wednesday at 
the Golden Gate Theatre is a pale and somewhat tin-eared shadow 
of the one that held its own on Broadway for so long. 
It's still Disney's Beauty and the Beast. The content is 
roughly the same, minus a couple of musical numbers and the 
much-missed slapstick battle between the mob that attacks Beast's 
castle and his enchanted household- object retainers ... 
In Hould-Ward's case, that's mostly because there are 
fewer of her delightfully fantastical costumes for the servants 
transfonned (by a magic spell) into singing and dancing tableware. 
Stanley A. Meyer's great fairy-tale sets, which had already been 
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radically stripped down in the last touring production, seem ever 
skimpier now. Worse, at l~ast at Wednesday's show, Natasha 
Katx's lights made the scrims too opaque to see the wolf attacks 
behind them - including the key turning point when Beast rescues 
Belle from the creatures. 
The lights may also have caused the failure of some of Jim 
Steinmeyer's once-impressive illusions. I don't know if Basil 
Twist, now credited for the puppets, is responsible for these rag-
doll wolves, but his elongated wisp of an enchantress is a nice 
touch. 
Pantages Theatre, 2011: 
If Disney's Beauty and the Beast is a cautionary tale for 
anything, it would be that no one should ever go into the woods 
unless they want to be chomped up by wolves or get stuck in a 
castle with a man-beast. 
... it is the music that makes the show worth seeing, confetti 
canons notwithstanding. Composer Alan Menken' s music harkens 
back to classics such as the title song and "Something There," 
which breathes continuous life into the two-decades-old Disney 
film. 
If the Disney reminder isn't prevalent enough, though, 
Belle is handed a bib with an image of the lobster Sebastian on it 
from the 1989 Disney film The Little Mermaid. While the play 
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delighted a large majority of the adult audience, the Disney 
overload can be a bit much for those averse to the opulent dance 
numbers and highly animated acting. 
But like a Facebook trend that forces you to use old-school 
cartons as your profile picture, the musical brings back the 
nostalgia of watching the film as a kid or as a very mature baby. 
And if there were any musicals out there that made Stockholm 
Syndrome into a delightful love story, this one is definitely it. (Jue) 
Research on Composer, Lyricist, and Book Writer 
Composer: Alan Menken 
Composer Alan Menken was born on July 22, 1949. Throughout his childhood in 
New York he dreamed of being a singer-songwriter but eventually resigned himself to 
going into the family business: dentistry. During an interview, Menken said: 
"I wanted to be a serious composer, but at a very early age 
really thought that I couldn't do that because who becomes a 
composer? Chances were I'd be what every other Menken male in 
sight was: a dentist. My father was a dentist, my father's father was 
a dentist, my father's brother was a dentist, my mother's sister' s 
husband was a dentist, my father's sister's husband was a dentist. I 
thought that was my fate." (Kato) 
While in the pre-med program at New York University, Menken attended the 
BMI Musical Theater Workshop conducted by Lehman Engel. He discovered his true 
calling as a musical theater composer/lyricist. Instead of a pre-med degree, he graduated 
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from NYU with a degree in music in 1971 (Disney Legends, Alan Menken). Menken 
performed on the New York cabaret circuit, accompanied ballet classes (where he met his 
wife, Jan) and wrote and producedjingles throughout the 1970's and 80's. 
Alan Menken first worked with lyrist Howard Ashman in 1979 on God Bless You 
Mr. Rosewater. The show garnered excellent reviews. Their next collaboration, Little 
Shop of Horrors (1982), became the highest grossing off-Broadway show ever. The show 
went on to tour the world, become a movie, and earned Menken his first Oscar 
nomination for "Mean Green Mother from Outer Space" (Songwriter's Hall of Fame). 
Menken and Ashman's partnership continued until Howard Ashman's death in 
1991. They were tapped to work on multiple Disney productions including The Little 
Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, and Aladdin resulting in seven Oscar nominations and 
three wins. 
After the Death of Howard Ashman, Alan Menken worked with various other 
lyricists including Jack Feldman (Newsies), Stephen Schwartz (Pochahontas, The 
Hunchback of Notre Dame, Enchanted), David Zippel (Hercules), Lynn Ahems (A 
Christmas Carol), Glenn Slater (The Little Mermaid: The Broadway Musical), and Tim 
Rice (Beauty and the Beast: The Broadway Musical, King David, Aladdin). 
Alan Menken said 
"Songs are a very familiar vocabulary to people and I've 
always believed that you should be able to understand not only the 
feeling, but the content of the song just by hearing the music and 
not even the lyrics. What you're trying to say should be that clear." 
(Disney Legends, Alan Menken) 
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Apparently his work is understood by millions because Alan Menken has earned eighteen 
Academy Award nominations producing eight wins, ten Grammy A wards, and seven 
Golden Globes (Songwriter's Hall of Fame). 
Lyricists: Howard Ashman and Tim Rice 
Howard Ashman was born in Baltimore, Maryland on May 17, 1950. After 
graduating from Goddard College in Vermont and earning his MF A from Indiana 
University, the actor-composer-lyricist-producer-director moved to New York and in 
1976, his play, the Confirmation was produced at Princeton's McCarter Theater. 
He went on to become a founder of the WP A Theater where he wrote and directed 
God Bless You Mr. Rosewater. In 1982, Ashman wrote and directed an adaptation of the 
1960' s-era horror movie Little Shop of Horrors which became immediately successful. 
With music by his partner, Alan Menken, Little Shop of Horrors would become a New 
York "must-see" playing at the Orpheum Theater off-Broadway for five years and then 
around the world (including a Broadway revival in 2003) (Gillespie). 
Howard Ashman was crucial to the renaissance of Disney animated musicals. He 
and Alan Menken Worked on the three musical that would revive Disney's tradition of 
animated musicals: The Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, and Aladdin. Alan 
Menken attributed much of their success to Ashman saying Ashman's lyrics " .... would 
wink at adults and say something to the kids at exactly the same time" (Disney Legends, 
Howard Ashman). 
Whether Howard envisioned a hip genie in Aladdin performing 
Fats Waller banter with Cab Calloway flamboyance in the Oscar-
nominated song "Friend Like Me," or the anthropomorphic 
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candlestick in Beauty and the Beast oozing with Maurice Chevalier 
charm while singing the lively Oscar-nominated "Be Our Guest," 
he imbued Disney Characters with his own sense of emotional 
realism. (Disney Legends, Howard Ashman) 
In addition to writing the lyrics for Disney's Beauty and the Beast, Howard 
Ashman also was the film's executive producer. Unfortunately, he died from 
complications arising from AIDS at the age of forty in 1991 before the film's release. The 
movie was dedicated to his memory: "To our friend Howard who gave a mermaid her 
voice and a beast his soul ... " (Gillespie). 
In 1994, Disney's Beauty and the Beast: The Broadway Musical opened on 
Broadway. It ran for over thirteen years, making it the sixth longest running show in the 
history of Broadway. The show included all Ashman/Menken songs from the motion 
picture as well one song that had been cut, "Human Again." To complete the show, 
additional songs were written by the team of Alan Menken and Tim Rice (Gillespie). 
Sir Tim Rice was on November 10, 1944 in Buckinghamshire, England. He 
briefly worked for a legal firm before deciding to pursue his dream of working in the 
music industry. In 1965, Rice met and partnered with Andrew Lloyd Webber. Three 
years later, the premiered Joseph (which would eventually become Joseph and the 
Amazing Technicolor Dream Coat in 1973). Their next collaboration, the 1970's concept 
album Jesus Christ Superstar, propelled them to international stardom. The show was 
produced as a film in 1973. Evita would be their last collaboration for many years. The 
concept album premiered in 1976 with the show' s West End debut in 1978. It would 
eventually be transformed into the 1996 movie starring Madonna in the title role. The 
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song "You Must Love Me," written specifically for the film, would give the duo an 
Academy Award in 1997 (Disney Legends, Sir Tim Rice). 
In addition to many other stage projects including Chess, Tycoon, and Blonde!, 
Tim Rice has also written pop songs for other artists. "That's My Story," his first 
published song, appeared on the charts in 1964. He has written songs with Sir Paul 
McCartney, Cliff Richards, Marvin Hamlish, and many others. The list of stars he has 
written lyrics for includes Sarah Brightman, Elvis Presley, Placido Domingo, Michael 
Crawford, Elton John, and Freddie Mercury (Bogdanski). 
In 1991 while working on lyrics for Disney's animated film, The Lion King, Rice 
was asked to work with Alan Menken to finish Disney's Aladdin after the film's original 
lyricist, Howard Ashman died. Rice and Menken's song, "A Whole New World," won an 
Oscar in 1992. 
Tim Rice would go on to work on many projects for Disney including 
supplementing the already and award-winning score of Beauty and the Beast for its 
transition to the Broadway stage. He wrote songs like "Home," "Ifl Can't Love Her," 
and "Me" to deepen the characters and provide insight to the audience. Other Disney 
projects included King David (1997) and Aida (2000). 
Over the span of his career, Tim Rice has won numerous awards including 
twelve I.vor Novello awards, Four Tony Awards, three Academy Awards, and a 
knighthood bestowed by Queen Elizabeth II in 1994. In 1999, he was inducted into the 
Songwriters Hall of Fame and in 2000, he had four shows running simultaneously; 
Beauty and the Beast, Jesus Christ Superstar, Aida, and The Lion King (Bogdanski). 
Book Writer: Linda Woolverton 
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Linda Woolverton was born in Long Beach California in 1952 She graduated 
from high school with honors in her school's theatre program and was accepted into 
California State University's Theater Arts program. She graduated with a BFA in 1973. 
She began working full time in the entertainment division at Disneyland and then started 
working toward her Master's Degree in Theater for Children at California State Fullerton. 
After graduation in 1976, Woolverton started a theater company in which she 
wrote, directed, and performed all over California. In 1979 she worked as a coach to 
children in acting commercials. In 1980, she was hired by CBS as a development 
executive to develop children's and late-night programming (Walter). 
Linda Woolverton began writing for children's television shows in 1984. She 
wrote for numerous shows including The Poppies and Ewoks (1986), The Real 
Ghostbusters (1987) and Ducktales (1989). 
She published two young adult novels, Starwind and Running Before the Wind, 
which caught the attention of a Disney executive (Walter). She was hired in 1991 to write 
the script for Disney's Beauty and the Beast. The movie was the first animated movie to 
be nominated for a Best Picture Academy Award. 
Woolverton worked on many other Disney projects including the expansion of the 
Beauty and the Beast script for the Broadway show. For her work on Disney's Beauty 
and the Beast: The Broadway Musical, Woolverton earned a Tony Award nomination for 
Best Book in a Musical. 
Her other Disney work includes The Lion King (1994), Mulan (1998), Artie Tale 
(2007), Alice in Wonderland (2010), and her current project is Maleficent (2013) 
(Walter). 
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Learning Goals 
All YPSW participants will: 
work on living truthfully in the imaginary circumstances of the play. 
get out of the "I am important because I have more lines that you" mentality. 
learn about at least one technical area of the theater they have not experienced. 
learn how movement relates to getting out of self and into character. 
know basic music theory concepts by the end of the summer. 
have a greater sense of ensemble than in previous summers. 
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Production Journal 
May 31, 2011 
We had a really great first day of blocking! All of the kids were really excited and 
they worked very hard. We did have a set-back: one of our two Lumieres dropped out of 
the show because of grades and there is really no one to take his place. Normally, we 
would either move someone up into the role (we have very few older boys this year so 
there is no one) or ask the counterpart to perform in both casts but the other Lumiere will 
be out for three performances so we will still need someone to fill in. There is a 
professional in the community who is wonderful so I might ask him. 
June 2, 2011 
Blocking went fine. We got through all of the scheduled scenes with both casts. I 
am really looking forward to being off book. I do hope they retain the blocking. Re-
blocking this script with eighty plus children is not something I look forward to. 
June 4, 2011 
Workshop Day 
Morning Session: 10:00-12:00, Ages 8-12 
We worked on theater basics: stage directions, definitions of character, 
proscenium, diagonal, level, plane, distance apart, and apron. We played 'garbage can' to 
get their imaginations going and then I used "Legend of the Shooting Star" to bring all 
the concepts together. The kids were divided into groups with a teenage facilitator and 
they blocked their own unique retelling and then performed it. We then did some 
ensemble-building with and etiquette lesson (since a lot of the kids play flatware and 
servants). 
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Evening Session and Lock-in: 7:00-7:00, Ages 13 and up 
I knew I would have to keep the thirty teenagers very busy all night. I decided a 
text activation exercise would keep them on their toes so I divided them into groups and 
gave them a copy of Edgar Allen Poe's "Cask of Amontillado." They could only work on 
that task during their breaks. At 6:00 am, they had to perform their version using 
techniques they learned throughout the night. 
Concepts we worked on though exercises and demonstration were soft focus 
(counting to 10 and then 20 in a group without speaking over another person), 
picturization (telling fairytales in five to seven pictures), plane, level, and distance apart 
(created the opening sequence of the show and examined how changing little things could 
create a better picture), and worked on character and the magic "what if . .. " Additionally, 
one of the Belles and I worked "Home" using Dr. Terri Brown's emotional mapping 
technique. The kids were able to see how to dive into a character without using their own 
personal experiences. 
We fed the kids throughout the night and around 4:00, we all watched Disney's 
Beauty and the Beast. Everyone relaxed and got up at 6:00 to perform their text activation 
pieces and then went home. 
June 6, 2011 
I got an e-mail from the assistant producer stating that she would be out of town 
until June 20. Because of the nature of this program, we have had to find another assistant 
producer. Dealing with 75-80 children and their families four times a week is hard 
enough without being down a crew member. 
We had to dismiss the other Lumiere. We made accommodations for him to miss 
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three performances and then he scheduled orientation during another so I let him go. 
Although Lumiere is a main character, I am not concerned. We will figure something out. 
June 7, 2011 
We finished blocking tonight and got out on time! We also solved the Lumiere 
problem. I called a highly recommended teenager who had been sick and unable to 
audition in May. He came in and we talked before the rehearsal began and got the part on 
the spot! Despite being 80% deaf (mostly high frequency) he has a wonderful voice and 
great comedic timing. He will be Lumiere in the Mirror Cast. 
My Mirror Cast Gaston is great and a real team-player. He has accepted the role 
of Lumiere in the Rose cast so we now have all major characters cast and all is well. 
June 9, 2011 
We are rehearsing with both casts in the theater: 80 kids and four staff members. 
Very few remember their blocking. I am a little annoyed. 
June 13, 2011 
This was the last rehearsal with all 80 kids together! They were off book tonight 
with the exception of the Lumieres. It wasn't too bad. The partially deaf Lumiere needs 
to constantly be reminded to get louder but other than that, he's fantastic! 
June 14, 2011 
First rehearsal with only one cast (Roses)- yay! We started on page 33 and went 
to the end in two hours. Not bad. The talking was excessive tonight so they have the 
opportunity to earn a reward if the production staff does not have to warn them about 
volume next rehearsal. 
I did not plan it but at the end of the rehearsal, I asked Belle, Gaston, and the 
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Beast to stay so we could rehearse the fight and the end. My original choreography didn't 
work (you can only do so much pushing around paper or your husband) so we worked it 
out and created a better scene than I planned. At the end, we went ahead and broke the ice 
with Belle and the Beast- they practiced their kiss. I cleared the room of non-production 
staff and we talked about real versus stage kissing. After much giggling, they finally 
kissed. The challenge in this cast is the Beast is a new actor who is openly gay so he was 
not too excited about kissing the beautiful girl. They know each other from school so it 
made the situation a little easier. 
June 16, 2011 
This was the first Mirror Cast only rehearsal. This cast seems to be a little more 
advanced than the other but that brings the "I know everything there is to know about 
theatre" attitude. The Belle in this cast is especially difficult. She will be majoring in 
theatre this fall and I keep warning her that her attitude is going to get in the way of her 
goals but the message is not sinking in. She is in for a truly rude awakening. 
Since we worked pn it with the other cast, we did stay after rehearsal tonight to 
work on the Belle/Gaston/Beast scene at the end as well as the kiss. The fight 
choreography went much more smoothly since this is the stronger cast. 
The kiss was rough. The Beast has a girlfriend and Belle has only had bad 
experiences with stage kisses. After a lot of coaxing, they finally went for it. I am going 
to send them out for ice cream so hopefully that will help them become a little more 
comfortable with each other. Their homework was to come up with some shared history 
for their characters. Hopefully this will create a little bonding between them. 
June 19, 2011 
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The wolves were choreographed and they look awesome! 
Yesterday, the Rose Cast Mrs. Potts said she might have to drop out because of 
cheerleading camp. She said she would check to see if she could get out of camp the 
nights of the two performances. She came to me at the beginning of this rehearsal and 
informed me that she was not able to get out of camp so she had to drop out of the play. 
So, my other Mrs. Potts agreed to step up and be Mrs. Potts in both casts. 
June 20, 2011 
Rose Cast: This rehearsal was awful. The Gaston and Lefou in this cast are 
horrific. They do not know their lines, blocking, or songs. Pitch issues abound. 
No one else remembered their blocking, either. The first song, "Belle," was a 
disaster. There was no movement or volume and they stood in a straight line in front of 
the backdrop despite the fact that I have been preaching plane, level, and distance apart 
since day one. I know I will get comments from the committee about the lines if the kids 
do not start actually doing the blocking ... 
Everyone had an excuse. Two kids told me I had not blocked the first scene (that 
is the scene we have gone over the most). We only got half way through the script. 
June 21, 2011 
Mirror Cast: What a difference. In casting, we always try to balance the casts. 
Despite best efforts on the casting committee's part, one cast is always superior; this is 
the superior cast. We made it through page 42 and I was able to give them a few notes. 
The first scene was awful but looking at the rest of the night, we actually might 
have a show. The Beast was really getting into character tonight. He was very intense. 
We have to work on his solo singing. He has volume and pitch issues. 
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The Mirror Cast Belle was in Nebraska for the national ITS convention so the 
Rose Cast Belle filled in tonight. It gave me a chance to work "Home" with her after 
rehearsal. Although she is not the stronger actress of the two, she is a pleasure to work 
with and her attitude and willingness to learn is refreshing. After being coached through 
the song, I think the 'Belle' the character is sinking in. I am trying to get her to use the 
"magic what-if?" If she does that, she will be able to pull off a fantastic performance. 
June 23, 2011 
Rose Cast: Tonight was to be our first full-run. That did not happen. I wrote 
"Learn your lines! Learn your blocking!" about 20 times on my note paper. I also got a 
lot of "We haven't choreographed that" or "Will we do this again because I wasn't here." 
I also got word that our set artist decided she was too busy to work on the show. I 
am not sure what I am going to do as we are three weeks away from opening. 
June 26, 2011 
Yesterday I was at the theater for 15 hours working on the set. A good friend, 
Josh, volunteered to paint the drop, the library, and the flat that will be Belle's cottage 
and Gaston's Tavern. Another artist, Joyce, was at the theater with some of the kids and 
me helping with the stone. I am so grateful to them both for helping get the set ready! 
We almost had a full-run with the Mirror Cast today. Most of my notes referenced 
their volume and, of course, their tendency to line up on stage. I have put the teenagers in 
charge of getting them on different planes and levels. Maybe that will work. 
June 27, 2011 
Rose Cast: We made it through the entire show! It took two hours but we did it! 
We are starting to see bits and pieces of costumes. It is coming together (finally). 
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June 28, 2011 
Mirror Cast: Again, we made it through the whole show! The kids are still having 
issues with cue lines. Props are killing them. They keep forgetting that they need them or 
if they do have them, they are being used against one another backstage. I really wish the 
parents who are supposed to be helping "ride herd" would do their job. 
June 30, 2011 
Rose Cast: Dress Rehearsal. Only about 1/3 of the cast has a complete costume. 
Blocking is still horrendous but the lines and characters are finally beginning to show up. 
I have been working on the set all week. The little things that need to be done are 
endless. I want a personal assistant. 
July 2, 2011 
Today has been a long, arduous, trying day. First up, I had to be here at the theater 
at 9:30 for painting and construction. The stained glass windows are being completed. 
That was exciting. I worked on covering and upholstering furniture. 
I scheduled a special rehearsal from 4-6:30 due to both casts not getting the 
blocking for a few songs. "Belle" was especially worrisome as the kids kept lining up 
against the backdrop. I simplified the blocking and they are no longer allowed to get into 
groups larger than three. It worked today but we will see. 
I got frustrated with the kids are sternly told them to straighten up. While we were 
rehearsing the song, the kids who had not been listening did not move so I shouted for 
them to move. After rehearsal I discovered some parents were unhappy about the way I 
spoke to the children. Those kids are going to have a really hard time in life if their 
parents do not correct them when they do something wrong. Instead of backing me up 
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and correcting the poor behavior, the parents bought them cookies "boost morale." I am a 
bit miffed. 
After rehearsal, we had dry tech at 7:00. We now have 72 lighting cues; more 
than any other play in the 52 year history of The Island Players. I am proud! 
July 5, 2011 
We had a behind the scenes program today in addition to construction and 
rehearsal. I'm tired. 
July 7, 2011 
Rose Cast: Dress and Tech. I think I gave the same notes I gave the last three 
times I rehearsed this cast. I am beginning to wonder if they will ever straighten up and 
put a show together. I am worried about Preview Night. 
The stage crew needs to get it together. There are not that many complicated 
changes and they are messing several up every time. 
July 10, 2011 
Mirror Cast: Dress and Tech. This cast is ready to have an audience. The stage 
crew is still struggling but I think they will work it out soon. 
July 11, 2011 
Rose Cast: Preview Night. I cannot believe what I just saw! This cast was 
extraordinary! There were a few slips but overall, it was great! Gaston and Lefou finally 
got it together and were so funny! Belle was amazing. I knew she could do it if she could 
just reach a little farther and she did! The Beast actually arrived! I am so proud of them! 
July 12, 2011 
Mirror Cast: Preview Night. The cast did a good job. Everything went well. I 
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guess I'm not was impressed with their performance because their energy was down a 
little and they did not have the improvement the other cast did. Both casts are essentially 
equal now. Audiences are the great equalizers. 
July 13, 2011 
Rose Cast: Opening Night. This cast just seems to keep improving! I can't wait to 
see them in a few days! 
July 14, 2011 
Mirror Cast: Opening Night. I am very proud of the cast! They really stepped up 
tonight! I love seeing them after the show. They are so proud of themselves (as they 
should be)! 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
THEATRE ARTS GRADUATE PROGRAM 
THESIS PROJECT/ PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
STUDENT- Dara Pickren"'Davis ID#-
UNDER CONSIDERATION IS DIRECTION OF: 
EVALUATOR'S NAME: Scott Robinson TITLE: Beauty and the Beast 
PLACE OF PERFORMANCE: St Simon's Island's Casino Theatre in the village pier area. 
DATE OF VIEWING: 3pm July 16, 2011 
DESCRIPTION OF PERFORMANCE VENUE: 
The Theatre is a very nice community performance space. The pit area is designed for a very limited orchestra. This 
performance was limited to a piano and one wind instrument-- Flute. It is relatively small especially for the numbers of 
actors involved in the production. 
DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPT: 
One of the constraints placed on the production is the nature of the producing organization. This summer youth workshop 
is open to a broad area of the south-Georgia coast. It is free of charge and commits itself to cast every child that auditions. 
In this case the casting pool was large enough that two full casts were formed. This in itself limits the rehearsal time that 
can be committed to the project. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTUAL PRODUCTION DIRECTION AND/OR REALIZED DESIGN OF SETS, 
PROPS, COSTUMES, LIGHTING, SOUND: 
Scenically the space was used well. I enjoyed the incorporation of the audience at several moments in the production. The 
scenic units with the stain glass were particularly effective and were worked into the scenic elements throughout the 
production. The emergency exits located one extreme left and the other right limited what I might consider correct height . 
placement of the units used for Belle and Beasts private rooms. They were far too high for comfortable sightlines and 
feeling as though they were part of the overall picture of the play. Some of the scene elements seemed unfinished; 
speaking with the candidate after the production I find that the scenic artist left the production and much of the work had 
to be set aside. 
Costumes were wonderful, considerable time was invested in this area with several layers of detail. They were 
appropriate and contributed to the success of the production. · 
Lighting was adequate but allowed for focal enhancement. The use of lighting in the stained glass scenic units was very 
successful. Lighting down front would have been nice as the cast often spilled into the audience. There were no positions 
to accomplish this. House lighting was used to help see cast members who ventured into the house. 
The sound was well balanced; the addition of growling cues was a nice enhancement. The one cast member, that had a 
speech disability, was mic'ed. The volume on the day of this review was too overpowering. It was so prominent that it 
tended to draw one out of the play and made other voices seem even weaker. 
Limited props were used in this production. 
HOW :PID THE PRODUCTION DIRECTION OR DESIGN IMPLEMENT THE IDEAS EXPRESSED IN THE 
CONCEPT STATEMENT? 
Within the limitations of this production I believe she did. There was an animated sense to the work, and feeling of once 
upon a time which did work throughout the piece. There were and always are hard elements to fulfill in the vision of the 
director and to meet the needs of the show. I think that for what the candidate had to work with and the recourse of time 
and personnel she was able to implement the ideas of the concept statement. 
APPROPRIATENESS OF CHOICE OF SCRIPT FOR ABILITIES OF PERFORMERS, AUDIENCE, VENUE, 
AND/OR ACADEMIC SETTING? 
This production had its problems. Having to use all interested auditionees does limit the ability of the director to produce 
the utmost in quality. This script was indeed the best choice for the version of this show; songs were truncated, and the 
story line shorten. The choice for the Junior version was very good. It was still accessible for the audience but was 
manageable for the players, who ranged from 8-16 years of age. 
ADDRESS THE FOLLOWING IF APPLICABLE: CLEAR DELINEATION OF UNITS OF ACTION, 
MOTIVATED BLOCKING, VISUALLY INTERESTING COMPOSITION, VISUAL EXPRESSION OF 
METAPHOR, USE OF PICTURIZATION IN STORYTELLING, CLEAR AND BELIEVABLE 
CHARACTERIZATION, ADEQUATE USE OF BODY AND VOICE, UNITY OF PRODUCTION ELEMENTS, 
CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING. 
Overall the blocking was not as motivated as it might have been with more-seasoned actors. Several moments of 
mugging occurred along the way with the youngest of the performers. Although the cast could very aptly tell me what 
levels, panes, and picturization meant and how to make it happen, but it was not demonstrated in the performance. 
Generally speaking the actors were too quiet or yelling, there was no middle ground, whether in dialogue or song. 
Projection, diction, and clear enunciation still needed work. 
Scene changes in this production stifled the momentum of the play. So much time was spent waiting for the next piece of 
the change to happen. I believe with a more experienced cast they could have been shortened by half. 
WITHIN THE CONFINES OF TIDS PARTICULAR PERFORMANCE VENUE, WAS TIDS PRODUCTION 
SATISFACTORY OR UNSATISFACTORY? 
Satisfactory 
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Final Self Evaluation 
I am extremely proud of my kids and how far we have come together this 
summer! We have put up a show that they can be proud of and the community has 
embraced. 
In the past 10 years the Young People's Summer Workshop Shows have dwindled 
in length (last year's show was only 35 minutes long) and substance. The program had a 
long tradition of teaching acting as well as technical skills to young people. As The Island 
Players ages, these vital opportunities cease to exist. The technicians we have were no 
longer interested in teaching as it meant more work. Instead, an attitude of intolerance 
was adopted and out went new younger people. The shows produced were solely product-
driven. The participants took away nothing but the experience of being on stage. 
This year, all of that changed. I made sure the program's participants were 
involved in every aspect of the production: from onstage to backstage, front of the house 
to in the pit. While it impacts the final product a little (newer kids are unsure of their new 
tasks such as working back stage or running the light board), I feel that the educational 
opportunities are more valuable than perfect scene changes or flawless set artistry. 
Several new people have been introduced to technical theater areas and are now on board 
to help with other shows in the upcoming season. Those on stage now have tools to help 
them become better actors. 
I have pushed the technical boundaries at the theater. Although I would have liked 
to have done more, what I did do lighting and construction-wise pushed a bored and 
weary crew and I think we made it fun again. I have the distinction of having the most 
lighting cues in a single show- 72. No show even came close to that number. When the 
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job was finished, the technician was so proud of all of us and I think he's finally excited 
to do his work again. 
While the platforms were about a foot and a half too high due to fire exit sign 
placement, the fact that th~y were even built was an accomplishment. I was met with a lot 
of resistance because no one had thought to try to replace the platforms that were 
originally there before the county renovated the theater. No one wanted to upset the 
county but no official has made any comment about their presence. The castle that was 
built upstage was fraught with complication but the crew created something wonderful in 
four weeks. 
A very successful aspect of this production was the stained glass windows. I think 
it was an effective way to start the show as well as tell the story (the upstage middle panel 
"transforms" just as the Beast does at the end of the play). They added visual interest to a 
grey world and provided different kinds of light throughout the show. 
Another successful aspect of the show would be getting a more believable 
performance from the participants. While not quite ready for Broadway, there were some 
honest emotional moments in the show that the audience connected to. The kids have 
come to me more than once describing what it felt like to momentarily "live truthfully in 
imaginary circumstances." I feel that for a group of kids who largely have no theater 
training (one of the high schools has a drama department), that is a huge accomplishment. 
There are, of course, things I would change. There were too many times that I 
caught the kids in straight lines. I talked about plane, level, and distance apart almost 
nightly but I obviously failed to cement it on stage. I tried to make the teenagers 
responsible for fixing the problem but they often forgot to look around to correct it. The 
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song "Human Again," had been choreographed and the children were placed on the 
different levels of the set but between preview night and performance, it was lost along 
the way and then there was no time to fix it. 
Another change I would make is trying to put more emphasis on basic music 
theory. I would have liked to have seen the kids with music in their hands beginning to 
sight read but we lacked resources and time. 
When I started thinking about why some of the things I tried to do didn't work, I 
realized it comes down to having time. I had just 12 rehearsals with each cast (6 of which 
were working with both casts at the same time). I also had to keep in mind the ages and 
levels of talent I was working with. No doubt, we had some wonderful kids to work with. 
At the same time, we cast everyone that auditions so there are a number of children who 
do not sing, dance, or act; their parents put them in the program. 
I have also learned that I need to be more assertive with adults to get the things I 
need for the production. I compromised on a few things such as set pieces, how the 
backstage was run, and set decoration. I knew I needed to more effectively do things like 
pin comers but we ran out of time and I ran out of energy to fight. 
For a lot of scenes, I know there were not conventional obstacles. However, the 
kids themselves (especially in the castle as enchanted objects) were each other's 
obstacles. Also, there cannot be too much else on stage with 40 children. 
My next project will be something smaller so I can work on creating dramatic 
tension. There were a few good moments in this production but I would have liked to do 
more. 
Overall, I think the production was successful. I know the kids learned a lot and 
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the adults who worked on the show regained a little desire to create new and different 
things so I am pleased. My production crew has already moved on to planning next 
summer's show (ah!) and I could not be happier that they are excited and ready to go. 
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DVD COPIES OF DRESS/TECHNICAL REHEARSALS AND PERFORMANCES 
Professor Scott Robinson came to the 3:00 matinee of Disney's Beauty and the Beast Jr. 
on Saturday, July 16, 2011. Our show is double cast so for the committee's information, the cast 
he saw was the Mirrors Cast. I have included both casts' dress/technical rehearsals on separate 
DVDs. Unfo~unately, their opening night performances are on the same DVD. Chapters five and 
six on the opening night DVD are the Mirror Cast's performance. I apologize for any 
inconvenience. 
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Young People's Summer Workshop 
presents 
Director: Dara TlckrengDaw!s 
Producer: 'Beatrice Soler 
Accompanist: 'Beverly fitte1· 
Music Supervisor: ,Ann Jf orn 
Performance Dates 
July 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 23, 2011 ... 8:00 p.m. 
July 16, 17; 23, 24,_ 2011 ... 3:00 p.m. 
Tickets 
Adults: $10.00 Students (18 and under): $7.00 
Music by: Alan Menken 
Lyrics by: Howard Ashman and Tim Rice 
Book by: Linda Woolverton 
Disney's Beauty and the Beast JR. is presented through special arrangem 
with and all authorized perfonnance materials are supplied by 
Music Theatre International, 421 West 54th Street, 
New York, 1,N.10019 
Script, music and all other material ©2008 Disney Enterprises, Inc. 
Beauty and the Beast JR. and Disney's Beauty and the Beast JR. 
are trademarks of Music Theatre International. All rights reserved. 
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Island Players Casino Theatre 912-638-0338 July 2011 
The Young Peoples Summer Workshop 
Stages "Beauty and the Beast" 
" Be Our Guest, Be Our Guest'' 
The Young People's Summer Workshop Disney Jr. 
Production of "Beauty and the Beast'' opens Wednes-
day, July 13, 8:00 p.m. at the Casino Theatre. 
This heartwarming classic French fairytale is directed 
by Dara Pickren-Davis and produced by Beatrice Soler, 
both longtime participants in the summer workshops. 
Jessica Gibbs, also a graduate of summer workshops, is 
choreographer and Beverly Fetter is Accompanist with 
Anne Hom as the show's Music Supervisor. 
Known for its enchanting story, beautiful music ("Be 
Our Guest", "Beauty and the Beast") and magical set-
tings, "Beauty and the Beast" has attracted 70 young 
people from ages 8 to 18 to the Island Players stage. The 
shows are double cast. 
Belle (played by 2011 scholarship recipients Leah 
Seay and Ellen Boyett) is misunderstood by everyone in 
the little village where she lives. She wants " so much 
more than they have planned!" Villagers including her 
pursuer, Alec Smith), his henchman, Lefou ( Brian Koh-
ler, Seth Lynch-Stanley) and townspeople find her 
"most peculiar" 
When Belle's father (Jonthan Whalley, Caleb Kava-
naugh)) disappears, she goes in search and travels to a 
hidden castle where a young, spoiled prince has been 
transformed into a Beast (Jesse Patterson, Cormac Cava-
naugh) many years ago by an enchantress who saw no 
love in his heart. The beast's castle is inhabited by his 
transformed staff: Lumiere, the Candelabra (Alec Smith, 
Logan Lim), Cogsworth, the Clock (Kyle Hildebrand, 
Spencer Collins), Maid/Featherduster(Katie Perry, Kait-
lyn Shea). Mrs. Potts, the Teapot (Lindsey Smith) and 
daughter, Teacup Chip (Bailey Wiggins, Shae Johnson), 
Madame de la Grand Bouche the Wardrobe (Michaela 
Soler, Kourtney Smith) and animated plates, napkins, 
spoons and other enchanted objects. 
If the Beast can learn to love another and earn love in 
return by the time the last rose petal falls, the spell will 
be broken. Will Belle, who is the Beast's captive, learn 
to love him? Will she set the household free or will Gas-
ton's plan to marry Belle succeed? 
Director Dara Davis and her production team have 
worked diligently to prepare students who have at-
tended workshops on characterization, music, set design 
and technical aspects of the theatre and rehearsed four 
nights a week for six weeks. They have assisted Set Con-
struction Chief, Al Ledingham and helper, Vince Miller, 
set artists Joyce Ledingham and Josh Sinyard, Lighting 
Designer, Neil Nilsson and costume designers, Dawana 
Gibbs and Sonya Cassis. 2011 Island Players scholar-
ship recipient, Travis Hart is Stage Manager with Susan 
Ledingham, assisted by Ginny Griffith, also publicity 
person. 
All ages will enjoy this spectacular production ... "a 
tale as old as time, songs as old as rhyme"! 
"Beauty and the Beast Play Dates: July 13, 14, 15, 
16, 20, 21, 22, 23 at 8:00 p. m. and July 16, 17, 23, 24 
\ 
- -The. Island-Flayers 
P.O. Box 20411 
St. Simons Island, GA 31522 
Enjoy the privileges of Island Player 
Memberships: early entrance to the thea-
tre; voting on plays and receiving the 
Curtain Call. Memberships are on sale 
for next season through the website and 
before performances. 
Congratulations to Al Ledingham who 
was honored with a Life Membership at 
the May 2011 meeting 
Auditions for ulnto the Woods" 
August 7, 8, 9 at 7:00 p.m. Casino Theatre 
Director: Joan Harris 
-- NON~PR0FIT 
ORGANIZATION 
U.S. Postage 
PAID 
Permit#242 
Brunswick, GA 
31520 
A musical based on the book by James Lapine, music by Stephen Sondheim. An ambivalent Cinderella, A blood-
thirsty little Red Ridinghood, a Prince Charming with a roving eye, a Witch who raps. They are all among the cock-
eyed characters in this fractured fairy tale. When a Baker and his Wife learn they have been cursed with childless-
ness by the Witch next door, they embark on a quest for the special objects required to break the spell, swindling, 
lying and stealing from Cinderella, Little Red, Rapunzel and Jack of the beanstalk. Everyone's.wish is granted at the 
end of Act One, but the consequences of their actions return to haunt them later with disastrous results. What be-
comes a lively, irreverent fantasy in the style of "The Princess Bride" becomes a moving lesson about community 
responsibility and the stories we tell our children. 
Parts for 9 men, 13 women 
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JULY EVENTS 
The Stage is Calling 
Each summer, the community eagerly looks 
forward to the production staged by the Island 
Players Young People's Summer Workshop 
(YPSW). This year is no different. 
Disney's Beauty and the Beast fr. will be brought 
to life on the St. Simons Island Casino Theatre stage 
July 13-17 and 20-24. For the first time, talented 
actor and singer Dara Pickren-Davis has stepped 
in to fill the very large shoes of longtime YPSW 
director, Joan Harris, and she's thrilled to be at the 
helm of what she promises will be "a really magical 
production." 
While it is strange not having Harris directing, 
Pickren-Davis admits, she has been behind the 
scenes as a consultant and lending her support 
wherever needed. Pickren-Davis praises the talent 
of the kids in the production and is amazed at 
the commitment and involvement of everyone 
participating in the show, from the youngest 8-year-
old to those who have returned from college to lend 
a hand. They have worked hard not only on putting 
the show together, but on the set as well. Pickren-
Davis says that the technical aspects of the show are 
amazing, and that "the set will blow you away." 
The show runs less than an hour and a half and 
is the perfect length to introduce even the youngest 
children to their first theater experience. So, if you're 
looking for a family-friendly night out to enjoy local 
theater, this is the perfect opportunity. 
Tickets are SlO for adults; $7 for students 18 
and under. Performances at 8:00 p.m. July 13-16, 
20-23. (3:00 p.m. matinees on July 16-17, 23-24). 
While the kids are only on stage in the summer, 
The Island Players 2011-12 season will kick off in 
October with the musical, "Into the Woods." 
July 13 
One World, Many Stories Movie Series Family-
friendly films to celebrate summer reading theme. Call 
movie hotline for fi lm titles. Free and open to the public. 
2:00 p.m. Brunswick-Glynn County Library. 208 Gloucester 
St, Brunswick Movie Hotline: 580-4939. 
July 13-14 
Dlsney,s Beauty and the Beast, }r. Island Players 
Young People's Summer Workshop musical production 
of a children's version of the classic fairytale musical, 
Performances Wed.-Sat. 8:00 p.m. and Matinees at 3:00 
p.m. Sat. & Sun. Alternating casts, Adults admission $8, 
children 8-18 $6, and free admission for children 7 and 
under. St. Simons Island Casino Theatre, 530 Beachview Dr. 
For more information, call 638-0338, 
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2011 Young People's Summer Workshop presents 
Music by Alan Menken • Lyrics by Howard Ashman and Tim Rice 
Book By Linda Woolverton 
Director: Dara Pickren-Davis • Producer: Beatrice L. Soler 
Accompanists: Bever1y Fetter • Music Supervisor: Anne Home 
Performances 
July 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22 and 23, 2011 .•. Spm 
July 16, 17, 23 and 24, 2011 ... 3pm 
Adults $1 O Students 18 and under $7 
Tickets may be purchased at the Theatre, on the day of the 
performance only, approximately 1 o minutes prior to curtain. 
Disney's Beauty and the Beast JR. is presented through special arrangement 
with and all authorized perfo11r1ance materials are supplied by 
Music Theatre International, 421 West 54th Street, New Yorlc, NY 10019 
Script, music and all other material ©2008 Disney Enterprises, Inc, 
Beauty and the Beast JR. and Disney's Beauty and the Beast JR. 
are trademl3/fcs of Music Theatre International. All rights reseNed, 
(912) 638-0338 or visit www.theislandplayers.com 
Please note:   
Pages have been redacted due to copyright concerns.  
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Adkinson, Lindsay. “Theater Workshop Puts Youth in Spotlight”.  The Brunswick News,  
23 June 2011, www.thebrunswicknews.com/life/theater-workshop-puts-youths-in-
spotlight/article_80bb3161-a799-554d-8ae6-784680a10b9b.html.         
 
Adkinson, Lindsay. “Behind the Scenes: Players Prepare to Stage ‘ Beauty and the   
Beast Jr.’”. The Brunswick News, 14  July 2011, 
www.thebrunswicknews.com/life/behind-the-scenes/article_281d0794-fde8-55c6-9f53-
22b7d4c83439.html                             
Go behind the scenes 
of 
Beauty and the Beast 
With the 
Island Players 
Young People's Su111111er Workshop! 
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Tuesday, July 5th 
11:00 AM 
Casino Theater 
This event is free as part of the library's Sumn1er Reading Progran1T 
Come in to the library today to sign up for Sumn1er Reading 
and start earning prize drawing tickets! 
Children under 12 n1ust be accon1panied by an adult. 
Theatre 101 
Member of team: 
1. Director (direction team) 
2. Producer (production team) 
3. Music director 
4. Accompanist 
5. Costume/make up coordinators 
6. Choreographer 
7. Stage Manager & Crew 
8. Prop master (mistress) 
9. IPTAG assistants 
Definitions: 
1. Down stage 
2. Up stage 
3. Stage left 
4. Stage right 
5. Center stage 
6. Blacks 
7. Back drop 
Stage/theatre etiquette: 
1: Theatre rules 
2. Upstaging fellow actors 
3. Back stage behavior 
4. Handling props 
5. Make-up area 
6. Dressing room 
7. Tardiness/absence 
8. Following directions 
9. Courtesy/respect 
Performance Hints: 
1. Diction 
2. Positioning 
3. Projection 
4. Blocking 
5. "Notes" 
6. Script reading/interpretation 
7. Remembering lines 
8. Make-up 
9. Care of costumes 
Please note:   
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Lane-Plescia, Gillian. Standard British for actors. Second edition. 1997. WorldCat, 
  www.worldcat.org/oclc/222282151. 
• Author copied multiple pages, please consult original. 
 
Lane-Plescia, Gillian. Cockney and Other Accents of London and the Home Counties. 
  2002. WorldCat, www.worldcat.org/oclc/317798555. 
• Author copied multiple pages, please consult original. 
 
 Renier van Loggerenberg. “Laban for Actors”. 5 September 2008. Renier van 
   Loggerenberg Drama and Theatre Studies Blog, 
   renierdrama.wordpress.com/category/laban-for-actors/. 
 
 
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST JR. 
CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS 
The following are descriptions of some of the characters in Beauty and the Beast Jr. 
*If more than one song is listed, parlicipants choose ONE (1) to audition with. 
BELLE is a smart, confident young woman from a small village. We will be looking for 
someone who is a strong singer and actress. Belle needs to be able to stand up to 
Gaston (and the Beast!) as well as those who don't seem to understand her, while being 
able to show compassion for her father, the Servants, and eventually the Beast. 
SOLO SINGER, ACTRESS, MOVES WELL 
Vocal Audition: "Home" 
MAURICE is an eccentric, older inventor, yet more importantly, the adoring and 
protective father of Belle. This non-solo singing role is perfect for the student who can 
have fun interpreting this "crazy old man" while conveying some very strong emotions: 
fear and fatherly love! 
SPEAKING, NON-SOLO SINGING 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
The BEAST is the master of the castle who was transformed by the Enchantress's 
spell. Casting for size is not as important as choosing someone who can handle this 
complex character: a dictator, a hurt child, a hero, a defender and a smitten prince. We 
will be looking for an actor who can deliver a range of conflicting emotional states. The 
Beast does sing during "Something There" and the "Finale." 
SINGER, ACTOR, MOVES WELL 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
GASTON is pompous and will do whatever it takes to win Belle's hand. Gaston has all 
the confidence in the world, but lacks the humility to balance it. A strong singing and 
speaking voice and acting ability are more important than size and stature for this role. 
He has to be able to sell his big number, "Gaston," with gusto and arrogance as well as 
lead the troops in "The Mob Song." 
SOLO SINGER, ACTOR, MOVES WELL 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
LEFOU is Gaston's equally dim-witted lackey. This character needs to be Gaston's foil 
and should double the laughs for them both. Lefou should be able to sing, act and 
dance. 
SOLO SINGER, ACTOR, DANCER 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
The SILLY GIRLS are in love with Gaston and will do almost anything just to be 
near him. We will look for three girls who can portray the comic nature of these roles 
and who also enjoy playing off each other. The Silly Girls sing together in three numbers 
and their sound should mix well. 
STRONG SINGERS, DANCERS 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
LU Ml ERE is a self-confident, charming, French maitre d' who (under the 
Enhantress's spell) is becoming a candelabra. He has a never-ending give-and-take with 
Cogsworth. Lumiere should be a strong singer who can "light up" the stage in "Be Our 
Guest." We will cast someone who has or is willing to work on a French accent. This role 
covers a range of emotions (from charming entertainer to brave soldier) and requires 
prominent song and dance, so we will try to cast a strong, reliable performer. 
SOLO SINGER, ACTOR, DANCER 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
COGSWORTH is the English major-demo of the castle who is becoming a clock. He, 
like all of the castle's Servants, shows a fatherly compassion for Belle yet is perfectly 
submissive to their master, the Beast. Cogsworth has two sides - he is a wee bit of a 
baby at times yet has no problem "getting into it" with Lumiere. We will cast a strong 
actor and singer who enjoys acting "in charge" and who has or is willing to work on a 
Standard British accent. 
SOLO SINGER, ACTOR, MOVES WELL 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
MRS. POTTS is the castle's endearing cook who has been enchanted to become a 
teapot. Mrs. Potts needs a strong, sweet voice and should be able to convey comforting, 
maternal qualities amidst the chaos that is breaking out at the castle. We will look for an 
actress who can portray a character whom every audience member would want for a 
mom. We will cast someone who has or is willing to work on a Cockney accent. 
SOLO SINGER, ACTRESS 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
BABETTE is the maid and "resident flirt" of the castle who is turning into a feather 
duster. She misses the finer things in life as well as just being a girl. Babette is happy to 
be at Belle's service at a moment's notice, but her true heart comes through in "Human 
Again." We will look for a good actor with solid vocal skills to handle Babette's 
harmonies. We will cast someone who has or is willing to work on a French accent. 
SINGER, ACTRESS, DANCER 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
MADAME DE LA GRANDE BOUCHE is an opera singer who is becoming a 
wardrobe. Madame is almost larger than life in everything she does, including her 
singing and dancing. We will look for that student who can portray the ultimate "diva 
with a heart" with a big personality and a big voice. Madame has some harmony lines 
with Mrs. Potts and Babette, so we will cast a singer who can hold her own, but also 
knows when to pull back in order to sound good with the others. 
STRONG SINGER, ACTRESS, MOVES WELL 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
CHIP is Mrs. Potts's son, who is becoming a teacup. We will consider casting a much 
younger performer for this role, but it is not imperative. Chip has a wonderful na'ivete 
that endears him to all of the Servants. We will cast an actor who can portray the 
honesty and the spirit of a young person and is comfortable trying to sing Chip's few 
solo lines. If convincing, Chip will win the hearts of the entire audience. 
SINGER, ACTOR 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
MONSIEUR D'ARQUE is the dark, creepy proprietor of the lunatic asylum who 
adds more tension to the story. We will cast an actor who can believably interpret this 
sinister personality. While Monsieur does have a few lines of solo singing in "The Mob 
Song," this is primarily a non-singing role, so we will look for a solid actor first. 
ACTOR, SINGER 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
The SERVANTS of the castle can include Statues, Flatware, Plates, Napkins, a 
Carpet, Salt & Pepper Shakers and whatever other household items or kitchenware we 
may choose to cast in the show. These enchanted Servants are the "Rockettes" of their 
time. These students should be able to handle a potentially awkward costume while 
singing and dancing. We will look for good singers and dancers as they have two big 
production numbers to sell. 
SINGERS, STRONG DANCERS 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
The VILLAGERS provide a colorful background singing throughout the show, and 
several also step into the action when needed to play in certain scenes. The featured 
roles vary in size and vocal requirements. The Ensemble will be needed to provide vocal 
power throughout the show and dance in the production numbers. These actors can 
double as the castle Servants if necessary. 
REQUIREMENTS VARY- INCLUDES SINGERS and/or DANCERS, SOME 
NON-SPEAKING, SOME NON-SOLO SINGING 
Vocal Audition: "Gaston," "Belle," "Be Our Guest" 
Beauty & Beast, Jr. 
Roses Characters Mirrors 
Leah Seay Belle Ellen Boyett 
Jesse Patterson Beast Cormac Kavanaugh 
Brendan Kohler Gaston Alec Smith 
Brian Kohler Lefou Seth Lynch-Stanley 
Kyle Hildebrand Cogsworth Spencer Collins 
Lindsey Smith Mrs. Potts Lindsey Smith 
Bailey Wiggins Chip Shae Johnston 
Alec Smith Lumiere Logan Lim 
Katie Perry Babette Kaitlin Shea 
Micheala Soler Madame de la Grande Kourtney Smith 
Bouche 
Jonathan Whalley Maurice Caleb Kavanaugh 
Lindsey Martin Madame D' Arque Jessica Cannon 
Luke Fucetola Baker Tom Johnston 
A. T. Nichols Bookseller Trevor Williams 
Lindsey Martin Aristocratic Lady Emily Spence 
Hannah Benton Fish Seller Ryan Forbes 
Sarah Higgins Egg Seller Alyssa Forbes 
Leanna Wood Sausage Curl Girl Katie Goodbread 
Jessica Whalley Lady with Cane Kristen Hubbard 
Linzi Smith Lady with Babies Natalie Tindall 
Zane Estrada Candleman Ethan Carpenter 
Amelia Hendrix Hat Seller Erica Daily 
Clare Nichols Milkmaid Morgan Goodbread 
Lucas Soler Shepherd Boy Will Powers 
Courtney Hogan Flower Seller Ansley Jones 
Morgan Dunn Baker's wife, "Marie" Drew Haddock 
Lily Crumbley School Girl Chloe Kavanaugh 
Kailey Baez Shopper 
Lucy Hendrix Silly Girl 1 Micheala Soler 
Stephanie Grimes Silly Girl 2 Ashley Williams 
Christy Simmons Silly Girl 3 Callie Steff 
Lucy Hendrix Wolves Drew Haddock 
Christy Simmons Wolves Morgan Goodbread 
Lindsey Martin Wolves Elora Alvino 
Hannah Benton Wolves Jessica Cannon 
Wolves 
Roses Characters Mirrors 
Stephanie Grimes Plates Scarlett Powers 
Emilee Russell Plates Cassidy Copeland 
Elizabeth Andress Plates Michaela Soler 
Annabelle Cochran Plates Amber Williams 
Anna Clark Plates Mallory Kidwell 
Jessica Whalley Napkins Kristen Hubbard 
Morgan Dunn Napkins Erica Daily 
Amelia Hendrix Napkins Ansley Jones 
Linzi Smith Napkins Katie Goodbread 
Sarah Higgins Napkins Emily Spence 
A. T. Nichols Rug Tom Johnston 
Zane Estrada Salt Chloe Kavanaugh 
Lucas Soler Pepper Ethan Carpenter 
Kourtney Smith Cheese grater Bobby Comacho 
Whisk Brennin Powers 
Kailey Baez Spoon Olivia Ross 
Lily Crumbley Fork Mclain Kidwell 
Courtney Hogan Knife Mattie Colquitt 
Purple Bold Font=has 2 or more roles 
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Beauty and the Beast, Jr. TURN OFF PHONES IN CAGE Act: 1 
PROLOGUE 
Curtain 
Closed 
3 Stained 
Glass Panels 
in front of 
curtain 
Drop down 
STAGER 
UPSTAGE 
...:[···································································> 
p 
DOWNSTAGE 
Prologue 
End of 
Prologue: 
Stage~ lit 
Place cast in 
front of drop 
Stage Black 
Open Curtain 
STAGE L 
Beauty and the Beast Jr. 
3 Stained 
Glass Panels 
in windows 
on riser 
Drop down 
Act: 1 
THE TOWN 
UPSTAGE 
Throw (LOB) 
rubber 
chicken out 
from SR 
during crowd 
scene at gun 
shot (end of 
..c(·································································~ 
song) 
p 
STAGER 
DOWNSTAGE 
Scene: 1 
End of Scene: 
Stage to black 
Close curtain 
Drop UP 
STAGE L 
- 19 -
Beauty and the Beast Jr. 
Drop UP 
Black Light 
Plugged In 
Curtain open 
STAGER 
THE FOREST 
DOWNSTAGE 
Act: 1 Scene: 2 
mid pg 10 
End of Scene: 
Stage to black 
(black light 
unplugged) 
Beast chair in 
front of 
curtain 
STAGE L 

Wig/Hair/Make-up Inspiration 
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http://www.redherringpuppets.com/beauty and the beast costumes f.htm 
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BEAUTY AND THE BEAST, JR. 
CREW NOTES (7-08-2011) By Sue Ledingham 
I. Crew Information: 
Miss Sue - Stage Manager (SM), SR Lead 
Travis - IPTAG Stage Manager (SM), SR Lead 
Cormac - SR Rose 
Jesse - SR Mirror 
Logan - SR Curtain Rose 
Miss Dawn - SR Curtain Mirror 
Miss Jessica - SR 
II. Crew Contact Information: 
Miss Sue 
Miss Ginn 
Travis 
S encer 
Cormac 
Jesse 
Lo an 
Allison 
Ellen 
Miss Dawn 
Brendan 
Miss Jessica 
III. General Information 
Miss Ginny - SL Lead 
Spencer - SL Lead Rose 
Allison - SL Lead Mirror 
Ellen - SL Rose 
Brendan - SL Mirror 
• Call for performances is one hour before the show (7 pm for evening 
performances and 2 pm for matinees) 
• You are expected to be at EVERY performance that you are scheduled for. If 
you must miss a performance, notify Travis AND Miss Sue immediately. 
• Black shirt and pants (or very dark navy blue) with NO designs on 
shirt for performances and rehearsal Sunday July 10th. 
• Have small flashlight (we'll put gel on lens to mute light) 
• Soft soled shoes (rubber sole), black - NO OPEN TOE SHOES ANYTIME 
(REHEARSAL OR PERFORMANCE) 
• Please keep actors OUT of the wings during rehearsals and performances (we 
should have parents assigned to wrangle the cast during performances but we 
need to get them used to be outside the doors starting now) 
• Please be sure to have all set pieces moved out the doors - nothing can be 
stored in the wings 
• Before each rehearsal and performance, make sure all of the set 
pieces you will need are in place in the cage area ready to come on. 
• The same person does the same thing each run of the show. There should be 
2 people on each rolling piece to reduce the clatter the wheels cause in 
moving on or off stage. This may require more than one trip to place or 
remove pieces in a particular scene. There should always be 2 people 
carrying on a bench. 
• Once the house is open (7:30 pm or 2:30 pm) NO ONE is to go on the stage. 
Remain near backstage to ensure no one tries to peak out the curtain. 
• The stage will have the microphones on so any noise and/or commotion you 
create will be heard in the audience as well as any chatter from the cast 
hanging out by the doors 
• The stage needs to be swept before each performance (before the house 
opens) 
• Sue will call the opening of the show so Travis can focus on the stained glass 
windows. Travis will be away on July 21st, SPENCER/BRENDAN will 
replace him on his stained glass window during the Prologue. Travis 
will call the rest of the show, except on the 21st Sue will call it. 
• Crew is to remain in the wings {SR or SL) at all times during the 
performance {except to retrieve a set piece is needed from the cage 
area). 
o Because there is nothing blocking the audience's view of SL and SR, 
crew AND cast must stay out of the site line of the seats AT ALL TIMES. 
o Our job is to be where we need to be WHEN we need to be so pay 
attention to the show and your part in it - please do not pay attention 
to the cast. 
o If the cast is overly loud, standing in the wings when they shouldn't be, 
not following direction (if you tell them to be quiet and they are not), 
let me or GINNY know and we'll address the problem. 
IV: Show Notes: Per Scene on following pages 
OPENING NOTES AND PROLOGUE 
(at 7: 25 or 2: 25 the work lights go off and booth is asked for stage to black) 
1. BEFORE THE HOUSE OPENS - The 3 stained glass windows should be in their 
stands, lights cl ipped securely on top center of window, placed center stage in 
front of a closed curtain (as close to the curtain as the lights will allow). Light plugs 
are placed under the curtain and the orange extension cord (plugged in SL) brought 
to center stage behind the curtain . The drop should be down. 
2. Work lights on the stage need to be turned OFF as soon as the window panels are 
placed in front of the curtain 
3. Unplug both phones in cage area before the House opens 
4. SM (or designated crew) calls to actors in cage area at 
a. 5 minutes BEFORE the house opens 
b. (SM lets House Manager know when to OPEN the House) 
c. When the house is opened (7:30 or 2:30) 
d. 15 minutes before the show starts (cage lights off and blue lights on) 
e. 5 minutes before the show starts 
f. 2 minute warning -
i. Call to booth - "May we please have the 2 minute warning" and 
the house lights with be flashed a few times - also call "Stage 
to Black" 
ii. Call "PLACES" to actors in Scene 1 
5. A minute or so before 8:00 pm (or 3:00 pm) SM (SUE) confirms with booth 
that audience is seated. When booth gives the go ahead (but no later than 
8:00 or 3:00), SM (SUE) calls: 
a. "House Lights Down" 
b. "Announcement" (the taped safety/cell phone announcement will start) 
c. When the announcement is finished, Miss Bev will start the music 
d. The Prologue begins 
e. JESSICA, TRAVIS AND ALLISON placed behind curtain with plug for their 
window panel in hand, GINNY placed with flashlight to spot plug 
f. Sue will place cast from SL during Prologue, they will move into place once 
the light panels are behind the drop. 
g. The SL platform (1) will be spotted on "Once Upon A Time" from the booth 
h. The SR window panel (2) JESSICA is plugged in on "But Then, One Winter's 
Night" and unplugged on "Melted Away to Reveal" 
i. The SL window panel (3) ALLISON is plugged in on " .. .. a Beautiful 
Enchantress." and unplugged on "She Transforms Him" 
j. The center window panel (4) TRAVIS is plugged in on " .... Into A Hideous 
Beast and" and unplugged on "To the Outside World" 
k. SL (GINNY) pulls orange extension cord offstage, unplugs from wall and 
moves to podium area. 
I. The SR platform (5) will be spotted on "Ashamed of His Monstrous Form" 
m. Curtain opens after "For who could ever learn to love a Beast?" 
n. JESSICA, TRAVIS AND ALLISON grab light cords and move stained glass 
windows behind the drop. "Stacks" windows behind drop and stand toward 
center stage. 
SCENE 1. - THE TOWN 
1. Cast moves forward once crew curtain is opened and light panels are clear of the 
drop 
2. Once cast is in position, Bev will start the music and the lights will go - there is no 
call for the SM to make. 
3. During this scene the CORMAC/JESSE are on the platform SR and unhook the lights 
off of the stained glass windows. JESSICA, TRAVIS AND ALLISON lift the sta ined 
glass window out of the stand and bring behind the set to place in the windows. 
SUE, DAWN/LOGAN will remove each stand as a window comes out. 
CORMAC/JESSE take lights and place behind the set by the SR podium. 
4. ALLISON, TRAVIS AND JESSICA (WITH THE HELP OF AVAILABLE CREW) lift and 
places the windows in the cutouts on the riser. NOTE: PLACE WINDOWS SO THAT 
ALLISON'S IS IN THE SL WINDOW, TRAVIS' WINDOW HAS TO BE PLACED IN THE 
CENTER, AND JESSICA'S IS IN THE SR WINDOW. 
5. TOSS RUBBER CHICKEN INTO CROWD FROM SR AT END OF SONG WHEN THERE IS 
A GUN SHOT (DAWN/LOGAN) TOP OF PAGE 5 
6. PAGE 8 - THE CURTAIN CLOSES after Belle says "My father's not crazy! He's a 
genius!" 
7. SR raises drop 
8. SM calls "Stage to Black" after Belle says "be careful!" mid page 10 
SCENE 2 - THE FOREST 
1. Place Beast chair behind curtain ready to set at the end of the scene. 
2. Cogsworth and Lumiere are ready to be placed on riser 
3. SM calls "Go lights" 
4. SL (ALLISON/ELLEN) clap boards for "BOOM" right as Maurice enters 
5. SL - take invention from Maurice when he runs offstage 
6. End of scene - Maurice says "Let me in, let me in!" from offstage SL, SM 
calls "Stage to black" 
7. Curtains opens Beast chair (CORMAC/JESSE) placed on diagonal SR mid/down 
stage in front of the curtain 
SCENE 3 - THE CASTLE 
1. Once chair is in place and CORMAC/ JESSE offstage, SM calls "Go lights" 
2. When Beast ROARS middle of page 13, there is 1 page to the end of the scene 
3. Scene ends on Beast "I'll give you a place to stay" and he drags Maurice off stage 
4. Once Beast and Maurice offstage, SM calls "Stage to Black" 
SCENE 4 - BELLE'S COTTAGE 
1. Curtain opens 
2. Place Gaston and Silly Girls SR by curtain 
3. Beast chair is removed (CORMAC/JESSE) and Belle's cottage (GINNY) and bench 
(SPENCER/BRENDAN and ALLISON) are placed downstage SL on diagonal by stairs 
4. Once crew is back behind curtain, curtain closes 
5. SM calls "Go lights" 
6. Gaston and Silly Girls enter from SR in front of curtain 
7. Belle's song 'Madame Gaston' is close to end of scene. 
8. Scene ends with Belle yelling "I've got to find him!" top of page 17 
9. SM calls 'Stage to black' when Belle is offstage 
10. When stage is black, curtain opens 
SCENE 5 - CASTLE INTERIOR 
1. SL removes Belle's cottage (SUE/GINNY) and bench (SPENCER/BRENDAN and 
ALLISON) 
2. SL (GINNY) SPOTS MLB UP ONTO PLATFORM BEFORE THE SCENE STARTS 
3. Place Cogsworth and Lumiere 
4. When crew offstage and MLB placed SM calls "Go lights" 
5. SR CREW WITH BLACK HOODS (TRAVIS, CORMAC/ JESSE) ESCORT FATHER 
OFF STAGE BOTTOM OF PAGE 20 WHEN BELLE SAYS "PAPA!" 
6. Scene ends on Mrs. Potts song ending with ' ... you may find home here too' 
7. Mrs. Potts exits 
8. Once Mrs. Potts offstage SM calls "Stage to black" 
SCENE 6 - THE TAVERN 
1. Bar (GINNY) from SL and King's chair (CORMAC/JESSE) from SR placed SR in front 
of curtain - King's chair downstage from Bar flat (see diagram) 
2. Table and 2 benches placed SL in front of curtain (see diagram) - (JESSICA AND 
SUE PLACE TABLE AND ONE BENCH FROM SR, ALLISON AND SPENCER/BRENDAN 
PLACE BENCH FROM SL) 
3. Curtain closed 
4. SM calls "Go lights" 
5. Get ready for scene change when Gaston sings "I know, but that whacky old coot is 
Belle's father ...... See, I promised myself I'd be married to Belle and right now I'm 
evolving a plan!" 
6. Scene ends with Gaston and Lefou singing "My what a guy! Gaston!" 
7. SR (CORMAC/JESSE) get Beast chair changed to King's Chair 
8. Once cast is offstage, SM calls "Stage to black" 
9. Curtain opens 
SCENE 7 - THE CASTLE 
1. Bar (GINNY) and benches removed (JESSICA AND SUE SR BENCH and ALLISON 
AND SPENCER/BRENDAN SL BENCH) 
2. King's chair moved upstage a bit in front of curtain (CORMAC/JESSE), table and 2nd 
chair (JESSICA AND CORMAC/JESSE) placed on diagonal 
3. Place Cogsworth, Lumiere and Mrs. Potts 
4. Once crew is off stage SM calls "Go lights" 
5. SL (GINNY) TO SPOT MLB OFF OF PLATFORM AS THE LIGHT ON THE SL 
PLATFORM GO DOWN AND THE SR PLATFORM IS LIT 
6 . The Enchanted Objects will move King's chair, table and 2 nd chair off during the 
scene (page 35)-DO NOT PLACE 2 No CHAIR ON TABLE STANDING UP! TURN CHAIR 
OVER AND PLACE SEAT ON TABLE, OR 2 ENCHANTED OBJECTS NEED TO DO THE 
TABLE AND CHAIR SEPARATELY CORMAC/JESSE TURN KING'S CHAIR BACK TO 
BEAST CHAIR 
7. When Beast yells "Don't touch that!" mid page 37 get ready for end of scene 
8. Scene ends with Beast "There is so little left of me ... so little left" 
9. Curtain closes 
10.SM calls "Stage to black" 
11. Belle in wings for next scene 
SCENE 8 - THE FOREST 
1. SM calls 'Go lights' 
2. Belle runs in 
3. SR place Beast chair behind the curtain, Lumiere and Cogsworth bring in at opening 
of next scene 
4. After attack, wait until Belle, the Beast AND the Wolf are offstage before opening 
curtain for next scene 
5. SM calls "Stage to black" 
SCENE 9 - THE CASTLE 
1. c;;urtain opens 
2. As curtain is opening, Belle and Beast start walking on stage and SM calls "Go 
lights" 
3. Lumiere and Cogsworth bring Beast chair in and place parallel to curtain just 
downstage from curtain line (with enough room to walk between chair and platform 
stairs) 
4. Cast moves table (with plates and candle) and 2 nd chair on and place in line with 
Beast chair just in front of curtain (need to leave room for Chip's cart to go behind) 
5. SR - TWO HOODED CREW TO REMOVE BEAST CHAIR (CORMAC/JESSE), TABLE 
AND 2No CHAIR (JESSICA AND CORMAC/JESSE) TOP OF PAGE 40 AT THE END OF 
THE BEAST'S SONG WHEN HE SAYS "WHEN SHE SMILES AT ME. .. ! GET ALL 
CHOKED UP. MY HEART STARTS POUNDING AND I CANT BREATHE! IV'E NEVER 
FELT THIS WAY ABOUT ANYONE." 
6. WHEN THE BEAST SAYS "OH .. UH .. WHAT A .. NICE DRESS" JUST BELOW MID PAGE 
40 PANELS ARE CLOSED ON RISER BY HOODED CREW (JESSICA SR PANEL 
ALLISON ANDSPENCER/BRENDAN BRING BENCH WITH THE BOOK ON IT FROM SL 
AND ALLISON CLOSES PANEL ON THE WAY UP). PLACE BENCH UP AGAINST THE 
CLOSED PANELS. 
7. Scene ends at the end of the song all of the Enchanted Objects sing, last line is 
"and we're all of us human again!" 
8. Close curtain 
9. SM calls "Stage to black" 
10.Panels are opened back up and bench removed (SUE SR PANEL, GINNY AND 
ALLISON AND SPENCER/BRENDAN SL PANEL AND BENCH) from riser during next 
scene - must be FAST - very short scene! 
SCENE 10 - THE STREET 
1. Place Gaston (Madame D'Arque and Lefou come onstage from audience) 
2. SM "Go lights" 
3. Beast chair, table and 2nct chair should be set up behind curtain (parallel to curtain) 
4. Scene is literally 4 lines long. Lefou will say "She turned him down flat!", then 
scene ends with Gaston saying "It's like this, see .... " 
5. All actors exit SR in front of curtain 
6. SM calls "Stage to black" 
SCENE 11 - THE CASTLE 
1. Curtain opens 
2. Place Beast chair (CORMAC/JESSE), table with RED RUNNER, plates and candle 
and 2nd chair (JESSICA, CORMAC/JESSE) slightly in front of and parallel to curtain 
line 
3. Place Beast, Lumiere and Cogsworth 
4. SM - "Go lights" 
5. Scene ends page 50 on Cogsworth's "and now it's too late" 
6. Actors exit stage 
7. SM calls "Stage to black" 
SCENE 12 - BELLE'S COTTAGE 
1. Belle's cottage (GINNY) and bench (ALLISON AND SPENCER/BRENDAN) placed SL 
downstage on diagonal 
2. CORMAC/JESSE, JESSICA move King's chair, table and 2nd chair just behind the 
curtain 
3. Once crew is behind the curtain, close curtain 
4. SM calls "Go lights" 
5. King's chair {CORMAC/JESSE), table and 2nct chair (JESSICA AND CORMAC/JESSE) 
can be removed while the scene is in progress (very quietly!) 
6. Maurice and Belle enter 
7. Remove Belle's cottage (GINNY) and bench (ALLISON AND SPENCER/BRENDAN) 
DURING the song while the MOB is out in the audience - page 54 - CURTAIN 
OPENS SLIGHTLY FOR PIECES TO BE REMOVED 
8. Scene ends with Mob singing "Kill the Beast". 
9. Place Actors and get Enchanted Objects ready behind curtain (SUE WILL KEEP 
PLATES OUT OF THE WAY OF BELLE'S COTTAGE COMING OUT). 
10.0pen curtain at first 'BOOM' - KILL THE BEAST! 
11.0n the last "Kill the Beast" and when the MOB is offstage, SM calls "Stage to 
black" 
SCENE l3 - CASTLE INTERIOR 
1. SM calls "Go lights" - almost immediately after "Stage to black", just a 
transition light 
2. PAGE 57 - THE TRANSFORMATION 
3. Bottom of page 57 when Belle says "I love you" - SM counts to 3 and calls 
"Stage to black" - the Beast drops down to change 
4. SM counts to 2 and calls "Go lights" and crew turns fogger on (ALLISON) 
5. Center window panel (SUE, GINNY, DAWN/LOGAN) is switched to Beast/Belle 
(Sue and Ginny remove center window, Ginny takes over to SL, Dawn/Logan hand 
Sue Beast/Belle window and helps place it). 
6. When Prince is standing straight up crew turns fogger off {ALLISON) and 
SM calls "Go lights" (booth will know to stop strobes and hit center spot) 
7. Scene ends with Enchanted Objects, Prince and Belle singing "Beauty and the 
Beast" 
8. A the end of the song, SM calls "Stage to black" 
9. Once stage is cleared SM calls "Go lights" and the Curtain Call begins 
CURTAIN CALL - SL CREW TO STAIRS ON SL PLATORM, SR CREW TO STAIRS ON 
SR PLATFORM DURING THE CURTAIN CALL, BEFORE THE CAST ACKNOWLEDGES 
THE BOOTH AND CREW. 
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